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Abstract
During collaborative data analysis participants are reliant on a shared common
ground to be able to understand others’ locations and actions, breakdowns in which
require remedial action before other activities can continue. This thesis investigates
the frequency and severity of common ground breakdowns that occur during collab-
orative navigation, when a wall-sized display user (master) directs a desktop user
(slave) within a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE).
A series of experiments were conducted to investigate this form of collabora-
tive navigation and evaluate the developed solutions. These experiments required
participants using a desktop display to view a wall-sized display user’s navigation to
targets within a 3D landscape, before attempting to re-visit these targets themselves.
Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted to establish the typical frequency and
severity of common ground breakdowns when the desktop user is attempting to find
singular and multiple targets. Participants exhibited non-trivial levels of common
ground breakdown over different types of movement and input device used by the
wall-sized display master. Although they frequently had sufficient common ground
to reach the approximate area of a target, this was insufficient for them to be able to
complete the task.
The remainder of the research investigated two distinct classes of solution to
these breakdown: additional views and path visualisations. For additional views,
a large field of view (FOV) context view and local overview map were provided.
Experiment 3 evaluated their effect and demonstrated that neither of which reduced
the level of common ground breakdown exhibited by desktop users. Behavioural
changes of participants using the context view still led to similar task failures.
For path visualisation, two representations of paths between targets, string and
heatmap were provided. Experiment 4 provides evidence that both representations
significantly increased participant’s success rate. Behavioural data showed that par-
ticipants visited areas unrelated to their search less frequently and remained closer
to the desired path.
In conclusion, this research has four major contributions. First, a classifica-
tion of the types, severity and frequency of common ground breakdowns that occur
between desktop and wall-sized display users conducting master-slave navigation
within a CVE. Second, evidence is provided that additional views are not beneficial in
reducing the level of breakdown for the desktop users. Third, path visualisations are
shown to be effective in reducing the level of breakdown experienced by the desktop
users, and allowing more effective navigational behaviour. Finally, the successful
application of heatmaps in aiding navigation when previous applications have been
limited to analytical use.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern computing technology is being used in a wide variety of contexts from
portable mobiles and tablets, through ”conventional” laptops and desktops, to sys-
tems that output to larger displays which occupy entire walls or rooms. The large
display size and resolution of tiled, wall-sized displays combined with a user’s ability
to physically navigate the data visible upon it allows navigation with greater speed
and accuracy than desktop displays [9]. This has been utilised in areas such as
digital pathology, collaborative sense-making and life sciences to enable users to
investigate large, multi scale datasets effectively [55, 122, 124].
However, the complex nature of the datasets that wall-sized displays are most
suitable for often needs to be analysed by multiple specialists, who will likely be dis-
tributed across different physical locations. The limited availability of these forms of
display (due to cost, space or portability) means that some of the individuals within
this collaborative work will be utilising a more modest desktop display. These loca-
tion and display differences add to other differences between users that contribute
to disruptive breakdowns to the common ground between users that is required to
conduct collaborative tasks [28].
This thesis investigates the occurrence and severity of common ground break-
down between desktop display and wall-sized display users through a distributed
geological scenario in a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) (see figure 1.1).
This includes the adaptation of navigational aids, previously effective in desktop-only
collaboration to reduce these breakdowns to a sufficient level to allow for beneficial
collaboration between users.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1: Collaborators using a CVE to navigate a geological dataset: (a) Master
user with a 54 million pixel, wall-sized display and (b) Slave user with a desktop
display.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Thesis outline
This chapter introduces the primary concepts and contributions that will be explored
within the rest of the thesis. Chapter 2 details the topics and previous work that
informs this research. It initially discusses the importance of common ground in
conversational analytics and wider collaborative scenarios. Navigational strategies
and evaluation methods are introduced before presenting the difficulties users have
in navigating with CVEs and the aids used to alleviate these difficulties in desktop
CVEs. Following from this, different display arrangements such as tiled, wall-sized
displays, cave automatic virtual environments (CAVEs) and tablets are introduced
alongside the issues when collaborating across these different displays. A suitable
geographic scenario is introduced as well as the types of common ground break-
downs that will occur. Lastly, evaluation methods that will be used throughout the
research are discussed.
Chapter 3 details the CVE system which was developed to allow the research
described in later chapters to be conducted. This CVE allows the navigational move-
ments of users to be recorded, replayed and analysed. The format of the dataset
used to generate the environment, as well as the input and output devices utilised,
are described before presenting examples of the logs that are generated from the
system.
A series of experiments were conducted in chapters 4, 5 and 6 to investigate
common ground breakdowns within collaborative navigation between a wall-sized
master and desktop slave and evaluate the solutions developed. These experiments
required participants using a desktop display to view a wall-sized display user’s nav-
igation to targets within a 3D landscape, before attempting to re-visit these targets
themselves.
Chapter 4 presents the first two experiments which were conducted to establish
the typical types, frequency and severity of common ground breakdowns when the
desktop user is attempting to find singular and multiple targets. Both experiments
present the method used before presenting results on successful and failed trials
alongside typical behaviour exhibited for each. The findings of each experiment are
discussed before being concluded at the end of the chapter.
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The remainder of the research investigated two distinct classes of solution to
these breakdowns: additional views and path visualisations. Chapter 5 presents
two types of additional views, a large field of view (FOV) context view and a local
overview map. Experiment 3 evaluated their effect and demonstrates that neither
reduced the level of common ground breakdown exhibited by desktop users. Be-
havioural changes of participants using the context view still led to similar task fail-
ures.
Chapter 6 investigates path visualisations, of which two representations were
provided, string and heatmap. Experiment 4 provided evidence that both represen-
tations significantly increased participants’ success rate. Behavioural data showed
that participants visited areas unrelated to their search less frequently and remained
closer to the desired path.
Chapter 7 concludes the research by summarising and assessing the main con-
tributions before discussing potential future work that can utilise the presented find-
ings.
1.2 Contributions
The research in this thesis has resulted in the following contributions to the research
area:
1. A classification of types, severity and frequency of common ground break-
downs that occur between desktop and wall-sized display users conducting
master-slave navigation within a CVE. This classification was established through
a scenario where participants were conducting closely coupled tasks consist-
ing of revisiting targets previously seen through distributed and asynchronous
collaborative navigation. Completing these tasks required freeform navigation
(x/y/z translational and heading/ pitch movement) of a large environment (42.5
x 74.6 kilometre) which provided high optic flow but few suitable navigational
landmarks.
2. Evidence that additional views, a type of aid previously beneficial in desktop
navigation, do not reduce the frequency or severity of common ground break-
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downs within the current scenario. Participants’ navigational behaviour indi-
cated that the addition of a wide FOV context view prompted participants to
adopt a route-based navigation strategy more frequently, even though this ulti-
mately led to similar navigational failures occurring.
3. Evidence that another type of aid, heatmap and string-based path visuali-
sations, reduce the frequency of breakdowns experienced by desktop users.
Both heatmap and string visualisations resulted in participants visiting areas
unrelated to their search less frequently and remaining closer to the desired
path.
4. The successful application of heatmaps in aiding navigation when previous
use has been predominately limited to analytical use. Use of this aid resulted
in similar success rates and quicker search performance when compared to
the more frequently used string-based path visualisation.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter details the topics and previous work that informs the research within
this thesis. It begins by introducing common ground as part of conversational ana-
lytics and wider collaborative scenarios. Ways to classify these wider collaborative
scenarios are considered as part of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW).
The navigational strategies used by humans are detailed as well as ways to evalu-
ate this navigation to understand the performance, behaviour and rationale behind
one’s actions. The difficulties of Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) naviga-
tion are introduced before presenting typical navigational aids that are used to al-
leviate these difficulties in desktop CVEs. Following from this, different display ar-
rangements such as tiled, wall-sized displays, cave automatic virtual environments
(CAVEs) and tablets are discussed and the issues when collaborating across these
different displays presented.
Next, a geographic scenario is introduced alongside the design choices for its
use within a wall-sized to desktop display CVE. After this, the sources of common
ground breakdown within this scenario are presented alongside examples of func-
tionality that have previously been used to address similar breakdowns. Lastly, the
evaluation methods that will be used are discussed.
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2.1 Common Ground
Common ground is the mutual knowledge, beliefs and assumptions between two (or
more) people that is required to conductive collaborative activities. Conversational
analysts such as Clark and Brennen [28] state that it is required to allow people
to coordinate the process of a collaboration (e.g., what language to speak, cultural
norms to follow) and needs to be updated on a moment by moment basis (e.g.,
adjusting the appropriate level of one’s voice depending on a hearing disability).
Only when this is in place can they begin to coordinate content, the reason why an
activity is conducted in the first place.
2.1.1 Grounding
Updating common ground requires a process called grounding and involves seeking
confirmation that assumed common ground is correct and, when proven otherwise,
the repair of incorrect common ground [28]. The loss of a mutual understanding
of what is being spoken about (content common ground), can be described using
the term breakdown [6]. This phrase can describe circumstances which causes a
change from ”routine practice to problem solving”, resulting in coping behaviour and
other workaround actions [66].
Clark and Brennen stated that conversationalists seek to repair faults before they
propagate further [28], suggesting that breakdowns are repaired immediately before
other activities can continue. However, people seek to utilise the minimum amount
of effort possible to complete many tasks [29, 58], so the purpose and context of the
communication impacts the level of breakdown at which participants dictate repair is
required and the form that these actions take [28]. A casual conversation will result
in common ground only being repaired when the participants believe there are large
differences in their common grounding, whereas the discussion of a legally binding
document will require a very high level of common ground, with almost constant
grounding and repair processes occurring to ensure there are no misunderstand-
ings.
The communication medium that is used to conduct a collaboration also affects
the type of actions that can be performed by participants. For example, using a
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telephone allows instantaneous reception and transition of speech, which will be
used differently to the delayed, text based delivery of email messages. Clark and
Brennen [28] classified these differences according to 8 constraints which, in turn,
affect the costs associated with starting, producing, receiving and understanding
different actions.
The levels of these costs can be used to help understand differences in partici-
pants’ actions due to the medium being used, such as pre-empting potential uncer-
tainties in an email response which could be corrected as they occur when using
the telephone. They can also be used to consider how changing elements of the
communication medium may affect the collaboration. For example, switching from
email to instant messaging may result in a change to more dynamic correction of
misunderstandings.
2.1.2 Breakdowns
Although these concepts are derived from conversation analysis, they can be ap-
plied to other collaborative activities where participants must have sufficient common
ground in the process and content of that activity. A simple example is dancing re-
quiring knowledge of the steps (content) and tempo (process) of a particular dance.
A more relevant example of collaborative work is presented by Convertino et al
[31, 32, 33], who investigated common ground within an emergency management
planning scenario. This work emphasised that both process and content common
ground are important for a successful collaboration as the establishment of process
common ground allowed content common ground to be shared, understood and
expanded more effectively.
Different elements of such a scenario affect members’ ability to establish, main-
tain and repair different forms of common ground. Here, users have to establish
common ground with a group that they have met for the first time under significant
time pressures, in a distributed environment that removes many of the shared cues
found in a collocated environment. This task is made more difficult with members
coming from differing areas of expertise that have their own roles, skills and lan-
guage that can cause misunderstandings between different members.
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When areas of potential breakdown have been established, an appropriate way
of measuring their effect within users’ activities must be determined. In this sce-
nario, the complexity and variety of activities means the authors measured break-
downs through analysis of the number and type of conversation turns (changes in
the current topic).
2.2 CSCW
As the types of common ground and associated breakdown vary greatly depend-
ing on the specific scenario, it must be possible to accurately and comprehensively
define this before it can be addressed. Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) provides classifications that allow these collaborative scenarios to be un-
derstood and the scope of specific activities accurately defined. When this has been
defined, previous examples of similar scenarios can be considered to provide sup-
portive systems to aid users.
Collaborative activities occur constantly, from individuals executing their own ac-
tivities with only a passing consideration of what effect their actions have on the rest
of a group or organisation, to multiple people simultaneously working together within
a single activity. These activities can be classified by the time/space matrix, group
membership/ processes, combined classifications or system functionality.
2.2.1 Time/space matrix
One of the most basic aspects of a collaborative scenario is the space and time
in which it occurs [74]. Space may be collocated, where the users are in close
physical proximity, or distributed, where they are geographically distant. Time may
be synchronous, where the collaborators are interacting simultaneously, or asyn-
chronous where this interaction occurs at different periods in time. Collaboration
in the same physical location provides collaborators with a large amount of context
from the shared location and timing of their interaction [84]. When this collaboration
occurs in a distributed setting a number of the previously common elements of col-
laborators’ context are lost and requires the group to explicitly acquire this through
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different group processes or additional support through the systems they are using
(e.g., summarising important elements of a user’s view of the data to other collabo-
rators [27, 30]).
2.2.2 Group membership and processes
The length, formality and size of group membership can also vary greatly, but An-
driessen has simplified them to three settings of collections, knowledge sharing
communities and teams [2]. Collections are loosely connected groups of people
who collaborate for a short, undefined amount of time on an ad-hoc basis. Com-
munities collaborate for a longer period with a common interest with which to form
a stronger collaborative group. Teams are a formally defined and structured group
who collaborate together for a clearly defined amount of time to complete a specific
objective.
Numerous classifications exist to structure the different processes that occur be-
tween group members. One such classification by Nardi is influenced by the con-
cepts of activity theory [81], which state that individuals conduct activities with an
awareness of the surrounding group in which they are located, the rules that re-
strict their actions and the artefacts available to them. This dictates what each
member’s regular roles and activities are within a collaborative group and the co-
ordination activities required to ensure they link together [11]. These roles and ac-
tivities are established and re-considered when non-routine situations occur which
are addressed through specific collaborative activities. Co-operative processes be-
tween group members can be used to determine alternative activities, or if existing
activities are not sufficient, co-construction processes determine what new activities
are required after reflecting on the organisation of activities and how they meet the
goals of the community.
Another classification by Andriessen extends similar concepts to five collabora-
tive processes that are central to group performance: communication, co-operation,
co-ordination, information/ knowledge sharing and group maintenance [2]. In this
classification communication is an underlying process to all other processes so in-
formation can be exchanged effectively and is dependent on common grounding as
discussed in section 2.1. Common grounding informs a person’s awareness of the
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scenario in which they are collaborating which has been divided into activity, avail-
ability, process, environment and perspective awareness by Steinfield et al. [115].
The remaining processes of Andriessen’s classification are either task-orientated
processes which are used to complete tasks (co-operation, co-ordination and infor-
mation/ knowledge sharing) or group-orientated processes which affect the charac-
teristics of a group which can lead to high task performance (group maintenance).
Co-operative activities involve two or more group members directly interacting to
conduct an activity whilst co-ordination seeks to ensure that activities of individuals
or groups are managed to achieve a common goal. Information/ knowledge shar-
ing processes are the ways in which knowledge is spread from individuals to other
group members. Group maintenance processes contribute to the amount of trust,
cohesion and social identity that exists between group members that results in a
effective long-standing group. Trust can affect how group members expect others to
conduct their actions and how dependent they can be on these, with cohesion and
social identity affecting the norms that the group converges towards according to the
common characteristics of its members.
2.2.3 Combined Classifications
There are other classifications that combine elements of the aforementioned classi-
fications to address specific scenarios such as the awareness evaluation model by
Neale et al. [82], which combines different elements of team processes and com-
mon ground in mainly distributed scenarios. This orders the use of similar team
processes to inform a level of work coupling between group members. Work cou-
pling is a measure of how dependent on other’s activities each member is and the
degree to which they share common or individual goals. Higher levels of work cou-
pling require each member to maintain a better knowledge of the group’s context
and utilise more frequent and higher quality forms of communication to coordinate
actions. Only light-weight interaction is required for low levels of work coupling,
increasing through information sharing, coordination and collaboration processes
whilst cooperation indicates the highest level of work coupling.
At the lowest level of coupling, group members communicate infrequently and
have a low awareness of the actions of others as they largely work towards individual
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goals. Moderate level work coupling is demonstrated when group members begin to
work towards a larger number of common goals whilst individuals maintain their own
separate goals. This requires a greater amount of coordination and communication
between group members as well as a greater awareness of each individual’s context
within the group. At the highest level of work coupling, group members are working
solely towards common goals with few members having individual goals that are
different from these. Many activities are highly interdependent or conducted by the
group as a whole. A group will use almost constant communication for each member
to maintain a detailed awareness of the group’s current context.
2.2.4 System Functionality
Some classifications address the issue in a slightly different way and classify the
system functionality rather than the activities of the people within the scenario. The
time/space matrix has been combined with the five categories of processes in an at-
tempt to produce a flexible classification for systems by Penichet et al. [88]. Another
classification by Borghoff and Schlichter [17] compares systems to previous CSCW
systems such as message systems, group editors, electronic meeting rooms, con-
ferencing systems, shared information systems and intelligent agents. By contrast
Dix et al. presented a basic cooperative work framework which splits them into three
main types, computer mediated communication, meeting and decision support sys-
tems and shared applications and artefacts [41].
2.3 Navigation
One long-standing difficulty that users experience in virtual environments over their
real world equivalents is that navigation is a non-trivial task [19, 36, 37, 130], forming
a potential source of common ground breakdown. However, similar cognitive pro-
cesses are used to navigate both virtual or real environments (e.g., wayfinding) and
can be evaluated through multiple levels of metrics to determine the performance,
behaviour and rationale behind one’s actions.
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2.3.1 Strategies
To navigate any area, humans have to maintain knowledge of where they are within
their environment, how this relates to the environment as a whole and how to be
able to move from their current location to another. These tasks can be effected by
the scale of the environment they are within, and have been categorised into three
scales by Weatherford [131]. Model-scale spaces can be viewed in their entirety
from a single viewpoint but are too small to move around. Small-scale spaces can
be viewed in their entirety from a single viewpoint but are large enough that one can
move around within it. Large-scale spaces need to be viewed from multiple positions
due to their size and the potential for obstructions such as walls dividing the space.
To navigate large-scale spaces (such as cities) users divide the space into sub-
areas of different scales. One model for this is presented by Lynch where the space
is divided into paths, nodes, landmarks, districts and edges [79]. Paths are used
to move in a set direction without deviation and are punctuated by nodes where
decisions have to be made as to which path to take from them. Districts are large
sections of the space which are made of multiple paths and nodes which share some
common features which make them identifiable. Landmarks are prominent objects
that unlike districts are not entered but are used to identify a person’s location and
provide context to decisions at nodes. Finally edges serve as a distinguishable
border between these different divisions.
These divisions allow the task of going from a starting position to a target point
to be achieved through similar strategies regardless of the distance between them.
Two main strategies for achieving this are following a route through a series of paired
actions at decision points (e.g., go to the church, turn left, continue to the shop and
turn right), or moving a specified distance in the direction the point is from the current
location (e.g., 500m at a bearing of 120◦). These strategies are reliant on route
and survey knowledge respectively [121]. These can be complemented through
landmarks, optic flow and somatosensory cues from movement (path integration)
to help add relative position and distance information to improve their accuracy [78,
110].
Navigation of real-world environments is predominately conducted with full con-
trol of method of travel (e.g., walking, driving a car). However, navigational perfor-
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mance can be affected when this control is reduced, e.g., as a passenger in a car
[86] or in a pushchair [53].
2.3.2 Evaluation
The complex nature of navigation requires it to be evaluated at multiple levels of
granularity to be fully understood. Ruddle and Lessels [100] proposed using three
levels of metrics to determine the performance, behaviour and cognitive rationale of
users’ navigation.
Performance can be determined through metrics such as whether tasks are com-
pleted successfully, time taken, distance travelled or number of errors. The metrics
chosen must account for the task that is being evaluated in several ways. First, gen-
eral metrics such as errors are suitable when navigating a restricted environment
such as a maze but less suitable for more freeform navigation where time taken or
distance travelled would be used.
Secondly, a breadth of metrics should be used to allow a differentiation between
structured, effective strategies and less structured behaviour. Users may use strate-
gies that are ineffective when measured with one metric but are highly effective with
others. An example of this is when conducting a hub and spoke search strategy
which sees backtracking repeatedly to a known point [103] increasing the distance
travelled but allowing the task to be completed in less time.
The second level of metrics investigate the behaviours used and may include
evaluating the movements around the environment, how different actions occurred
during the time or the types of errors made by users. Initial metrics such the total
coverage and frequency of visiting subsections of the environment can be combined
with viewing visualisations of multiple users’ paths through the environment to de-
termine common factors. Such visualisations are covered in greater detail in section
2.4.2.
Classifying the errors that occur can help determine the major difficulties that
users are encountering and provide evidence to suggest potential improvements.
These can identify whether errors such as users missing targets are due to common
issues such as them being outside of their limited view [76], or due to more serious
failures in spatial orientation.
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2.4 CVE Navigation and aids
A Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) is a type of CSCW system that allows
multiple distributed users to be virtually co-located and navigate around a 3D en-
vironment. This functionality may be required for tasks such as product design
[22], urban planning [46] or driving simulation [38, 120]. Collaboration usually oc-
curs through teams conducting tightly coupled processes where task performance
is greatly affected by instances of common ground breakdowns.
A variety of different input devices (such as keyboard & mouse, gamepad, props
or physical movement) and output devices (flat panel, projector, head mounted dis-
plays (HMDs) and augmented reality) could be used to control and view navigation
around a VE [20] and some of these options are discussed in section 2.5. However,
a high proportion of CVEs are implemented within a desktop based system, result-
ing in the use of displays with a field of view (FOV) of ≈45 degrees and input devices
which only allow virtual navigation (the user remains physically stationary).
Although the cognitive processes used to navigate an environment (see section
2.3.1) are similar whether navigating virtual or real environments, people are more
likely to become disoriented when navigating VEs than the real world. Key reasons
relate to the fidelity of the environment compared with an equivalent real-world set-
ting, the mechanism used for traveling, and a user’s field of view (FOV) [76]. These
factors cause users to miss spatial and task information [76] resulting in poor naviga-
tional performance when compared to real world navigation [93, 117], and requiring
additional navigation aids to be provided to assist the user.
Three major forms of aids are additional views, visualisations of previous paths
and augmented landmarks, which act in a similar manner to how maps, directions
from strangers or GPS systems are used in real life navigational situations. The two
main techniques that will be investigated within this thesis are additional views and
path visualisations, and these are discussed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Additional
landmarks are briefly discussed below.
Visually salient and memorable landmarks are used extensively when navigating
real world environments but these can be harder to find within a virtual environment
due to the restrictions of the display used or the type of data being navigated [24].
Even if a suitable number of landmarks are present within the environment users can
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have difficulties finding them due to the narrow FOV [76]. Some work by Pierca and
Pausch has seen additional or artificial landmarks placed within the environment to
address these issues [92].
2.4.1 Additional Views
The types of view that could be provided range along a continuum from human’s-
eye (purely egocentric) to a north-up global map (purely allocentric). In between are
views that are egocentric but tethered to a user’s view (e.g., an over-the-shoulder
view) as well as forward-up and local maps [132]. The type of map (e.g., forward
vs. north-up) that is appropriate depends on the tasks that users perform, but the
addition of visual momentum (you-are-here information) to a north-up map produces
a solution that is near-optimal for showing the whole of an environment [3]. Visual
momentum that show where both oneself and one’s collaborators are and can see,
should reduce occurrences of common ground breakdown.
Over-the-shoulder views help compensate for the limited FOV provided by most
VE systems, by showing more of a user’s local surroundings than is visible from
a human’s-eye perspective and, therefore, addressing FOV difficulties when using
desktop displays. Over-the-shoulder views have been implemented in both research
systems [69] and computer games [50], and been shown to help users interact [105].
Alternatively, users may be provided with the ability to view an environment from an
elevated point, so a larger area is visible even though the FOV itself remains un-
changed [34, 42]. However, as the view is brought further back, the user is required
to conduct additional navigational actions to view detailed sections of the dataset in
sufficient detail.
2.4.2 Path Visualisation
Another family of navigation aids that could be used within a CVE are path visual-
isations [136]. Path visualisations allow the representation of previous movements
within an environment and are mainly used in two ways, to assist users’ future nav-
igation of the environment, or to analyse previous navigation to understand users’
behaviour.
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The use of path visualisations to assist navigation frequently sees them termed
trails, taking influence from how marks are made in a real environment (e.g., foot-
prints in snowy or muddy environments show recently and frequently used paths).
This type of information is typically not available within CVEs but providing even
basic positional information of previous users has been shown to result in more ef-
fective search performance by Ruddle [97]. However, users can have difficulties
utilising the trails as the quantity of presented trails increases (”trail pollution”) [98].
Analysis of users’ movements utilise these visualisations in a variety of ways,
from showing a short segment of a single user’s movement to investigate particular
behaviour [42], to combining large quantities of data from multiple users to under-
stand trends in their movements [25]. These visualisations may be viewed using the
same interface and at a similar scale as the original actions [56], or using a different
interface and scale [25] depending on the manner in which they are being used.
A path visualisation consists of two main factors, the data being encoded within
the path and the way in which this data is visually represented. The manner in
which these can be classified is discussed below, with classifications of examples
from previous work shown in tables 2.2, 2.4 and 2.3.
2.4.2.1 Data
Path visualisations can encode numerous types of data, from the traversal of a series
of documents [39] to the movements of a user in a CVE [36, 56, 97]. Only paths of
navigation within a CVE will be considered within this thesis. In a CVE paths can
identify the who, what, where and when of something that has occurred, similarly to
categories used in studies of autobiographical memory [128]. Paths can be encoded
with multiple data sources of these elements (see table 2.1).
A CVE allows multiple users to create paths through the environment and identi-
fying these individuals allows knowledge to be associated with them across multiple
sessions. These individuals may be investigating the environment on their own or
collaborating as part of a group, and group membership may change over time [42].
Although in some CVEs the only action that users will perform is movement
around a static environment, others allow for interaction with objects within it [104].
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Type Sources
Who Individual, Group
What Movement, Modification, Con-
versation
Where Position (2D/ 3D), View
When Session, Time
Table 2.1: The data types that can be encoded within a path visualisation.
This interaction can consist of adding, modifying or removing objects within the en-
vironment, or interactions between users such as conversations [42].
Where a user is within the environment can be recorded through their 2D or
3D position dependent on the data set. Within a 2D data set such as a map, a
user’s position provides sufficient information to determine what is visible to them.
In some 3D CVEs position can still be recorded as their location on a 2D ground
plane if movement is restricted to this plane when moving via a walking (or similar)
metaphor. A user’s view within a 3D environment is also dictated by their view
direction, and this can also be recorded to provide a more informed indication of
what they can see. Their view can be recorded as their orientation or the position of
their view centre in the environment.
The time at which actions occurred can be recorded and represented in different
ways. Users will frequently interact over a series of sessions at different times and
thus are recorded as separate paths. Within each of these sessions the relative time
and order of users’ actions can be recorded and encoded.
Where and when data types can be sampled at different resolutions or time fre-
quencies within a path. Time frequencies may vary from constant (every rendering
frame), through low frequency but still regular sampling (e.g., every 5 seconds) to
on-demand sampling (e.g., users selecting each time they want a sample to be
taken). Location data sampling has to be done at a specified resolution, which for
position may result in dividing the environment into grid squares of a specified size
(e.g., 100m x 100m).
Varying the sampling method can result in the data being used in different ways,
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for example, sampling position with a high frequency or small grid size could result
in a path presenting all the details of a user’s movement whilst a low frequency or
larger grid sampling sampling could result in some of these details being lost. On-
demand sampling might be used to highlight features of the environment that are
important to a user as shown by Darken and Sibert [36].
2.4.2.2 Representation
Each of the data types discussed previously can be encoded in a variety of ways by
varying basic elements of the visualisation such as the colour, shape, size, orienta-
tion and position of symbols. In some cases it may also be appropriate to represent
the data through text but this will not be considered within this work. Three exam-
ples of visualisation representations will be considered; ball-of-string, markers and
heatmaps.
A ball-of-string links a number of positions over a specified time period as a con-
tinuous line which provides a basic order for the data but can encode other data
through the line’s colour and size [97]. These are generally used (see table 2.2) to
visualise people’s 2D position on a plane within the 3D environment, with the orien-
tation rarely shown (work by Zanbaka et al. [136] being a rare example). Although
this representation does not generally encode the frequency with which locations
are visited explicitly, users can make simple estimates through the quantity of paths
at a location or the width and colour of the line can be varied according to an al-
gorithm which considers the popularity of different paths [98]. The colour of a path
can be used to identify individuals or groups [56, 70] and they have been used as
both a navigational aid during VE interaction [21, 126] and a tool for demonstrating
particular behaviour during post-interaction analysis [25, 136].
Markers can be used to present information at discrete points within the environ-
ment, and as they are usually used more selectively than a ball of string representa-
tion, many instances encode more types of data within each marker (see table 2.3).
The colour and shape of the marker is frequently used to demonstrate the type of
action (e.g., by varying the shape from a hand to show manipulation to a footprint
to indicate movement [56]) or which individual/group was there [44]. The position of
users is also considered in more detail as the 3D position and orientation is more
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Ref Use Data Encoding Other
Borner, 2003
[18]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Also homogeneity
of group as size
Order Order of Line
Group Colour
Chittaro,
2006 [25]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Can be filtered
Order Order of line
Dodds, 2009
[44]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Order Order of line
Zanbaka,
2005 [136]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position of point
View Orientation
Order Order of line
Brown, 2009
[21]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
Order Order of line
Frequency Colour
Grammenos,
2006 [56]
Navigation
Aid
3D Position Position
Fades over timeOrder Order of Line
Individual Colour
Hoobler,
2004 [70]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
Order Order of line, Size
Group Colour
Ruddle, 2005
[97]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
Order Order of line
Time Colour
Individual Colour
Ruddle, 2008
[98]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position Gene paths used
to calculate
primary paths
Order Order of line
Frequency Width/ Colour
Vosinakis,
2011 [126]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
Filters to selected
semantic
Order Order of line
Group Colour
Table 2.2: Examples of paths with a string representation.
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Ref Use Data Encoding Other
Borner, 2003
[18]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Modification Shape
Time Colour
Individual, Group Colour
Dodds, 2009
[44]
Navigation
Aid/ Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Activiated to
replay sound
Conversation Colour
Group Colour
Darken,
2001 [35]
Navigation
Aid
3D Position Position
View Orientation
Grammenos,
2006 [56]
Navigation
Aid
3D Position Position
Fades over
time. Can be
searched and
filtered
View Orientation
Time Text
Modification Shape
Individual Text
Hoobler,
2004 [70]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
View
Orientation +
view cone
Group Shape, Colour
Iaboni, 2009
[71]
Navigation
Aid
3D Position Position
Orientation Text
Modification Text
Table 2.3: Examples of paths with a marker representation.
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Ref Use Data Encoding Other
Chittaro,
2006 [25]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Can be filtered
Frequency Colour
Chittaro,
2006 [25]
Post
Analysis
View Position Of non-navigable
locations. Can be
filtered
Frequency Colour
Elvins,
2001 [49]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Frequency Colour
Peponis,
2004 [89]
Post
Analysis
View Position
Frequency Colour
Zanbaka,
2005 [136]
Post
Analysis
2D Position Position of cell
Frequency Colour
Kappe,
2009 [75]
Navigation
Aid/ Post
Analysis
2D Position Position
Frequency Colour
Hoobler,
2004 [70]
Navigation
Aid
2D Position Position
Order Colour
Group Colour
Frequency Colour
Table 2.4: Examples of paths with a heatmap representation.
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frequently encoded than with the ball of string representation [56, 70]. The time as-
sociated with a marker is rarely explicitly encoded (e.g., through colour [18]) but has
been stored as additional information associated with a marker [56].
Heat-maps consider where and when users have been within in the environment
(see table 2.4) by varying the intensity of a colour at a position based on how re-
cently a user was there [25]. The 2D position is considered almost exclusively with a
couple of examples considering users’ view position [25, 89]. They generally repre-
sent the aggregated data of many users over a long period of time without explicitly
encoding this in a way so that an individual or specific time can be determined. They
are almost exclusively used as a post interaction analysis tool, but some work has
integrated them within standard VE use, albeit still as more of an analytical than
navigational aid [70].
2.5 Display Arrangements
CVEs can be implemented using a variety of display and input devices, ranging
from a conventional keyboard, mouse and desktop display, to cave automatic virtual
environment (CAVE) [83] set-ups which track a user’s body movements and use
these as an input device. Other environments immerse the user by utilising head
mounted displays (HMDs) to render the virtual environment in an otherwise empty
room that the user physically walks around [106].
These input and output devices are used to try and reduce the problems that
desktop based systems have in a narrow FOV and reliance on purely virtual nav-
igation. The issues many of these devices have are that they are reliant on cum-
bersome installation and set-up processes, specialist software or a large financial
outlay which makes them undesirable for regular or non-specialist use. As with any
maturing technology these issues are being reduced over time and devices such as
the Oculus Rift [127] are pushing the mainstream adoption of these devices.
Despite this, desktop systems will still be utilised for the foreseeable future and so
only devices that extend this paradigm to a limited extent will be considered within
this work. The major examples involve tiled displays with appropriate features of
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other extremes (tablets and CAVE’s) considered. Lastly, the use of combinations of
these devices at the same time are investigated.
2.5.1 Multiple and wall-sized displays
The ubiquitous use of computing has resulted in the growing use of multiple dis-
plays for everyday tasks, the increased display space allowing for peripheral content
to remain visible and quicker context switching [14, 60]. In CVE’s the use of double
or triple display setups allow for a FOV of >120 degrees, resulting in greater spa-
tial awareness [76]. Physical navigation can be provided through low cost tracking
systems such as MS Kinect [80].
Using multiple displays to allow for an increased FOV can be further extended
to wall-sized displays which provide users with an even larger FOV as well as the
ability to physically navigate the data visible on the display. The tiled nature of the
displays allows a display area that is similar to projectors but without the loss of pixel
density from desktop displays. This allows users to conduct zooming movements
to acquire additional detail from the display in addition to sideways movements at a
fixed level of detail, as shown by Ball et al. [9].
Conventional input devices such as a mouse and keyboard may be used with
these displays but may suffer from issues due to the size of display increasing tar-
get acquisition and selection difficulties [96] and restricting their freedom to move
around the display whilst interacting. Other input devices that allow users to be
untethered (such as Flock of Birds tracked gloves [5]) can be utilised but require
modifications of the interaction metaphors used, suffer from inaccurate tracking and
require additional training to use.
Implementing CVE’s on wall-sized displays has become easier in recent years,
but the hardware setup used is still a deciding factor in what software and middle-
ware is utilised. The wall-sized display at Leeds is constructed from 20-inch displays,
each with a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, arranged seven displays wide and four
displays tall (see figure 1.1a). This provides a total viewing area of 3.06 x 1.33 me-
tres, a resolution of 54 million pixels (11200 x 4800 pixels) and a horizontal field
of view (HFOV) of 137 degrees when 0.6 metres away from the display. A cluster
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of seven machines render output to this display, each of which contain two Quadro
1800 cards that render to two displays each (four per machine).
Running applications on this hardware can be done in a number of ways. Stan-
dard game or VR engines such as Unity [119] can be extended to be used on the
cluster of machines and wall-sized display, or middleware such as VRJuggler [15],
SAGE [73] or CGLX [45] can be used as part of a more bespoke solution. Pre-
viously developed software in Leeds utilises VRJuggler to setup and synchronise
execution across this cluster for both 2D and 3D datasets with suitable performance
[55, 122]. The ability for the same code to be deployed on more traditional single
desktop machine and display arrangements through changing a configuration file is
another reason to utilise this method of implementation.
2.5.2 Other displays
Other displays that have similar size differences to desktop displays as wall-sized
displays include room (CAVE) and mobile (smartphone, tablet etc) displays. CAVE
environments provide similar FOV improvements as wall-sized displays alongside
more capable interaction devices. This immersive environment has been shown by
Steed et al. to provide users with greater spatial awareness of others [113] and by
Roberts et al. to allow users to perform better at tasks relying on object manipulation
[94].
Smaller form displays often provide a reduced size and resolution display as well
as different interaction methods to those used in desktop displays. The reduced
display size and resolution has seen the use of off-screen rendering to navigate
environments by Ginige et al. [54] whilst the ability for physical movements of the
device to be used to control a user’s navigation can benefit navigational performance
over purely virtual navigation, as shown by Rohs et al. [95].
2.5.3 Heterogeneous Displays
Different displays can be used within both collocated and distributed collaborative
scenarios. Collocated collaborations may use different displays to individualise col-
laborators’ interaction or view of the data based on their role requirements. Similar
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concepts can be applied to distributed scenarios but differences here can also be
driven by organisation or logistical constraints on collaborators.
Display heterogeneity has been explored in CVEs and has been shown to affect
both high level collaborative behaviour and low level navigational ability for users.
The effects on the collaboration vary depending on the functionality provided by
the different displays. Users take a more commanding role if they have greater
immersion than other users [111] or can manipulate objects within the environment
more easily [112]. These differences allow quicker acquisition of task information
than less immersed users. Common ground breakdowns increase due to these
inequalities unless users correct their natural expectation that other collaborators
have the same capabilities as themselves as highlighted by Axelsson [7].
2.6 Scenario
A scenario in which CVEs may be useful is in the analysis of earth sciences data.
Organizations involved often have staff spread around the globe, so CVEs could
dispense with the need to physically travel to one location to conduct that analysis.
However, not everyone in the organization will necessarily have access to the same
infrastructure, for instance, one might have a high resolution wall-sized display, but
others may have a more modest setup (e.g., desktop) or be based in the field.
2.6.1 Current scenario
Collaboration with Dr Douglas Paton from the University’s Centre for Integrated
Petroleum Engineering and Geoscience (CiPEG) provided details on existing prac-
tice in this area where data is mainly captured in 2D through paper-based artefacts.
This data encapsulates scales ranging from outcrops of only a few metres, to entire
mountain ranges of several hundred km2. Analysts initially analyse specific geo-
logical features before applying their findings to various scales across the dataset
to iteratively improve the geological model of the area. Specialist 3D visualization
and processing software (such as Midland Valley’s Move [123]), and general tools
such as Google Earth, are being used more frequently as they allow the data to be
analysed both at and away from the survey location.
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Figure 2.1: The location of the data area used. Map data c©2013 Google, basadoen
BCN IGN Espan˜a.
Current MSc fieldwork visits an area of the Spanish Pyreness over approximately
a week, during which multiple outcrops are visited each day for 30 minutes to 2 hours
per outcrop. Group sessions are given by the trip leader to the students before the
trip to introduce the area and each day’s activities, and at the end of each day to
recap and update the knowledge acquired to that point. These sessions utilise a
mixture of traditional 2D artefacts and Google earth flythroughs.
An area used during one of these days is a 42.5 x 74.6 kilometre area shown
in figure 2.1. In this area the southern part is fairly flat, approximately 230 metres
above sea level, and contains a number of lakes, rivers and small hills, The northern
part of the dataset is mountainous, with a maximum height of 2866 metres, and
contains a variety of features that would be analysed when conducting fieldwork in
the area.
2.6.2 Use within a wall-sized to desktop display CVE
The dataset presented above is well-suited to being analysed within a CVE on both
wall-sized and desktop displays. Analysis of this data requires an accurate and
comprehensive understanding of the data in 3D and at different levels of scale. The
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ability to view this data at different scales and viewpoints within a CVE should be
beneficial to users’ spatial knowledge acquisition over the 2D-only sources that are
currently used.
The use of CVEs within this field is still relatively rare, with both expert and novice
analysts likely to be novice navigators within VEs. This means that findings derived
from navigational tasks conducted by non-specialised participants are likely to be
applicable to many of the real users of this geoscience scenario.
The use of a wall-sized display, with a large FOV and ability to conduct physical
navigation, alleviates two major factors of navigational difficulty with desktop VEs.
However, desktop displays are still likely to be used extensively in related analysis
due to the type of task (e.g., use of specialised software for the creation of the
geologic model for a specific outcrop), or restricted availability of wall-sized displays
(e.g., using a laptop when out in the field).
Although this scenario could be adapted to allow many forms of collaborative
navigation to be used, this thesis will focus on master/ slave navigation. This would
allow current material for the MSc fieldwork to be quickly adapted, but would also be
used for more general ”Come here! Look at this” tasks that are prevalent when new
or updated data is shared between wall-sized and desktop display users. Lastly, This
form of collaborative navigation allows consistent stimuli to be provided to multiple
users during experiments.
This scenario could potentially be adapted to any location on the time/ space
matrix (see section 2.2.1), with the choice of collocated or distributed participants
affecting the amount of shared context and synchronous or asynchronous collabo-
ration affecting cost of repair actions. Although collocated activities may occur (e.g.,
in pre trip briefings), the majority of activities will utilise the system in a distributed
manner so this will be used for this scenario.
Synchronous and asynchronous activities could occur at different points of the
workflow, with synchronous collaboration placing fewer constraints on grounding and
repair actions. This would result in less instances of observable breakdown than in
asynchronous collaboration. To ensure that the highest potential level of breakdown
is mitigated against, this scenario will utilise asynchronous collaboration.
When navigating this dataset within a CVE, features of the environment can be
used as part of the navigational strategies described in section 2.3.1. Features
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such as rivers, valleys and ridges could be used similarly to how paths, nodes and
landmarks are used within city navigation [79]. There are a small number of large,
visually salient features such as lakes which can be used as global landmarks, but
a large number of geometric features such as hills and valleys are difficult to distin-
guish from each other, reducing their suitability for navigational use. However, these
can be used in combination with other features such as forests, farms and towns to
provide a good source of optic flow.
Navigation of this environment requires that the user can freely move in x, y and
z directions and rotate via changes in heading and pitch, a more challenging form of
travel than when movement can be restricted to a floor plane [20]. Two interaction
devices that have been traditionally used with desktop displays, a gamepad and
mouse/ keyboard, will be used to provide either identical or similar controls between
the two display types (wall-sized vs. desktop).
The use of this multi-scale 3D dataset with few suitable landmarks, freeform
travel methods and use of different interaction devices should provide a close to
worse-case scenario that will accentuate occurrences of common ground break-
down. However, the use of short tasks will ensure that the actions leading to in-
stances of breakdown can be comprehensively analysed.
2.7 Identifying and addressing Common Ground Break-
down
To reduce the level of breakdown to a workable level the major types of breakdown
that occur most frequently in this specific scenario must be identified and addressed.
This section presents the major sources of breakdown within the scenario presented
above before discussing examples of functionality that have previously been used to
address similar breakdowns.
2.7.1 Sources of breakdown
Collaborators within this scenario have to conduct extensive navigation within the
CVE, a traditionally difficult task (see section 2.4) which will result in frequent spa-
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tial orientation breakdowns. These breakdowns occur when they misunderstand the
position of themselves or their collaborator within the environment. When navigat-
ing via survey navigation users can make errors in the angle or direction of their
movement, whilst errors in landmark identification or direction will leading to failures
in route based navigation. These issues can occur at different scales within the
environment, meaning small errors navigating between regions can result in great
difficulties at the scale of individual outcrops. The ability for the wall-sized display
user to to physically navigate results in the desktop display user suffering from an
increase in these breakdowns.
Data visibility breakdowns occur when collaborators cannot see the same areas
of the environment, usually when collaborators are in different positions through
independent navigation. However, the increased visible area of wall-sized displays
means its user can see parts of the data that are not visible to a desktop user when
they are in the same position, increasing the frequency of these breakdowns.
Spatial orientation and data visibility breakdowns will affect users’ navigation
and therefore will be measured through analysing navigational performance and
behaviour metrics, which were discussed in section 2.3.2.
Another form of breakdown is action visibility where one user does not know what
a collaborator is doing. In this scenario, this will frequently be due to navigation of
the environment without their collaborator being aware they have moved but could
be due to other actions within the environment such as manipulating the data. It can
also occur when collaborators are conducting actions that do not require interac-
tion with the CVE. These actions may see them interacting with other data sources
(e.g., writing notes) or conducting further investigation of the environment without
interaction.
Finally, there will be a number of breakdowns in understanding of the earth sci-
ence content, similar to the breakdowns in any content common ground. These
types of breakdowns will be present in any collaborative scenario and should only
be considered when the more frequent breakdowns discussed above have been
addressed. As such these breakdowns will not be investigated as part of this thesis.
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2.7.2 Reducing breakdown
Some ways to reduce similar breakdowns to those within this scenario have been
used within previous examples of collaborative navigation (data visibility and spatial
orientation breakdowns) and awareness (action breakdowns).
2.7.2.1 Collaborative Navigation
Many collaborative systems utilise the concept of What You See Is What I See
(WYSIWIS), to show the same data and view to all users, resulting in low instances
of data visibility breakdowns. However, a strict interpretation of this concept can
cause difficulties in coordinating actions across different areas of the environment,
resulting in instances of unexpected actions occurring and can be inflexible to differ-
ing demands of users. To address this, Stefik et al. suggested allowing WYSIWIS
to be relaxed in four main ways; display space (e.g., specific display elements), time
of display (e.g., delaying data updates), subgroup population (e.g., providing func-
tionality on a per person basis) and congruence of view (e.g., providing alternative
views) [114].
Relaxing the display space allows users to have private workspaces separate
from what is displayed to the group at large [77, 109] and not display user interface
elements such as the local mouse pointer to the rest of the group. Delaying the
time of updates also allows private changes to be reviewed before allowing others
to view them, or multiple operations to be combined together. Allowing population
relaxation allows different tasks to be competed by different subgroups as well as
personalised functionality.
Varying the strictness of view congruence can allow users to have shared or
differing views of the data. Each user could move individually from others (equal
partners), have their movements automated by the position or movements of oth-
ers while still having a degree of control themselves (guided navigation), or follow
the exact movements of another user with no active control of their own movement
(master/slave or yoked navigation). Users may use different forms of collaborative
navigation depending on the type of activities being performed. Different views may
be required when users wish to conduct loosely coupled activities, while shared
views are more suitable when conducting more tightly coupled activities.
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Spatial breakdowns are affected by increased movement automation removing
the need to conduct low level movement actions, improving navigational perfor-
mance of the local area, but also resulting in more limited acquisition amount of land-
mark, survey and route knowledge which can limit future navigation performance
[19, 48].
A shared view ensures all users have the same data available to them, even
though a level of data visibility breakdown may remain due to misalignments in each
user’s current focus. These issues are exacerbated with the use of uncoupled views,
where each user may have vastly different viewpoints on the data. An extreme form
of relaxed view is equal partners where each user can fully control their view of the
data. However, users will still frequently require information on what is visible in
others’ views and this can be achieved through the use of pointers and view cues.
Pointing in collocated settings is an important way to direct the attention of others
to items of interest at specific times [10, 134] and can be replicated by displaying the
normally local mouse pointer to remote collaborators as a telepointer [57]. Move-
ment of these pointers in specific gestures allows users to convey a large amount of
knowledge about the data to others [65]. Another solution is to use representations
of what is visible to collaborators (e.g., wireline view frustums [47]) so that users are
made aware of when others are viewing interesting data that may not be visible to
them.
Additional views which constantly show areas of data visible to others can be
used [62], allowing a natural way of repairing visibility breakdowns [4]. Alternative
views can also be used, such as peripheral lenses which widen users’ FOV [69] to
reduce the occurrences of data visibility breakdowns as well as making it easier to
maintain awareness of the location of fellow collaborators in the small environment.
However, all of these techniques only inform the user of elements that are not
visible within their view and still require them to conduct additional actions to be able
to see these areas (or see them without excessive distortion), maintaining a level
of common ground breakdown in these scenarios. Additionally, users may have
difficulties establishing when this gaze is important, or in determining the target they
should be viewing with sufficient accuracy.
Another way that these breakdowns have been addressed is to allow users to
teleport to another collaborator’s position[43], but these techniques only show what
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the collaborator can currently see, and doesn’t inform them of surrounding and pre-
viously visited areas.
2.7.2.2 Activity Awareness
The concept of awareness is frequently discussed in CSCW literature as a general
concept, and as instances of designated types such as peripheral, group, activity,
workspace awareness [59]. The exact definition and wording of these types can
differ, but one major division can be based on the systems providing peripheral or
workspace awareness.
Peripheral awareness systems focus on providing users with information on their
physical and social context so that they can plan how to initialise different forms of
collaborative activity effectively [87]. Examples by Bly et al. make users aware of
other collaborator’s status through an always-on video/ audio link of a remote loca-
tion [16], or by Voida at al. open and shut a remote worker’s office door depending
on their availability [125]. However, systems and aids for these types of awareness
will not be extensively considered within this thesis.
Workspace awareness focuses on providing assistance in users’ active workspace
and their understanding of who is present, as well as the type and location of activi-
ties that are occurring [61, 63, 64]. Workspace awareness encompasses information
such as the identity of other collaborators, their location within the data, their actions,
activity level within the workspace and previous changes they have performed to as-
sist grounding between collaborators. A number of examples of this functionality
are provided in the context of distributed software development by Steinmacher et
al [116].
Some of this functionality is similar to that provided by peripheral awareness
tools, such as the presence of other collaborators and details on the activities they
are conducting, but the difference is that this information is focused within the context
of the current workspace. An example of this is within the Virtual School system
by Carroll et al [23] which provides information about activities that are not within
an individual’s or the group’s current focus, but still within the scope of the current
shared workspace.
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The information that is provided can be used to personalise system functionality
and data representation to remove unnecessary user interface elements or create
different interfaces based on unique tasks their role requires. An example by Con-
vertino et al allows users such as a weapons expert to conduct specific tasks (e.g.,
marking out a minefield), and present a summary of this data to others [30]. The ex-
plicit representation of a user’s role also allows other users to make implicit assump-
tions of a user’s characteristics, reducing the need for explicit grounding behaviour
in time critical scenarios such as emergency planning [33].
The recording and exposition of previous interactions is also considered as part
of edit and read wear tools introduced by Hill et al. [68] which record and visualise
each user’s actions within basic documents and web pages [1], as well as larger and
more complex visual spaces such as maps [51]. This interaction data can exposed
to other users within looser coupled and/ or less rigidly defined groups through so-
cial navigation functionality. An example of this is presented by Wong et al. and
highlights potentially interesting areas where previous users have been to help a
new user to begin exploring the data [135].
2.8 Evaluation Methods
To investigate and evaluate the effect that potential aids may have, a suitable method
and choice of activities needs to be decided upon. Potential methods that could be
utilised include log analysis, observation, controlled laboratory study and interviews.
Methods such as observation and log analysis seek to discover the types of be-
haviour that occur naturally in realistic scenarios, but their unstructured nature can
lead to difficulties in finding evidence of specific phenomenon and to account for
the large number of variables present. More controlled laboratory studies can vary
specific factors over a smaller subset of tasks to find quantitative data with a lower
number of participants. Additionally combinations of different methods may be used
to address the weaknesses in one or to give both quantitative and qualitative data.
The experiments in this thesis were conducted as controlled laboratory studies
to analyse the effect of specific factors. Logs of participants actions were also taken
so that the behaviour in specific situations could be analysed and categorised.
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The type and order of activities that participants perform must be carefully con-
sidered. Due to the fairly limited period of time that each participant will conduct
the experiment (a few hours at most), it is important to ensure that they are given
sufficient time to become proficient with both the interface [101] and the task [129]
that they will conduct to ensure that the findings are representative of trained per-
formance. An effective way of ensuring this is to use a three stage method where
participants first practise using the interface while completing a simplistic task, then
practise the task that they are required to perform, before finally conducting the test
stage [106].
2.9 Summary
This chapter has introduced the areas relevant to the research that is presented
in the rest of thesis. Common ground and its associated processes were initially
introduced before considering how larger collaborative contexts can be classified
through CSCW. Navigational strategies and evaluation methods are discussed be-
fore introducing aids that are used to alleviate the difficulties of navigation within
CVEs.
Following from this, different forms of display that can be used to view CVEs were
discussed, concentrating on multiple and wall-sized displays, before considering the
issues of heterogeneous display use. Lastly, a scenario in which common ground
breakdown within wall-sized to desktop CVE use can be explored is presented be-
fore identifying the types of breakdown that will occur. Lastly, the evaluation methods
that will be used are discussed.
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An experimental collaborative
platform
3.1 Introduction
This section will introduce the CVE platform that was developed to investigate the
issues of common ground breakdowns within the scenario described in section 2.6.
The requirements for this platform will be outlined first before discussing the format
of the data that will be processed by the resultant system. Following from this the
hardware, structure of the developed software and format of the output logs used in
the final system are described.
3.2 Requirements
The developed platform had the following requirements:
• Allow users to navigate a 3D geographical dataset with navigational aids, graph-
ics and control mechanisms that are representative of the current state of the
art.
• The platform must be controllable with standard desktop control input (mouse/
keyboard and gamepad).
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• The rendering output must be viewable over a variety of display arrangements
including desktop and wall-sized displays.
• Provide flexibility for changes such as the implementation of navigational aids
which modify processing of control input, multiple views of the data or the
addition of other visual aids within the dataset.
• Record and output the movements of users as a log file which can be read later
by this or other software. The software needs to be able to read these logs
later to recreate the movements used, represent the paths for later analysis or
to calculate statistics.
3.3 Data
The dataset that will be utilised through these studies corresponds to the area de-
scribed in section 2.6.1. The Institut Cartogrfic de Catalunya (ICC) provides access
to topographic data and orthophotos of the Pyrenees mountain range within the
Catalunya region. The region mapped in this manner is split into regularly sized
sheets of approximately 14 x 9.5 kilometre each.
For each sheet a dxf and sid file are available which provide topographic details
and an orthophoto of the area respectively. The dxf files provided the data for a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) consisting of x,y positions within the environment
at 10m height intervals. An automated mesh generation algorithm could be used
on this data to generate a polygonal mesh but the quality of the mesh would vary
depending on the scale of elevation change and tests such as mesh intersection and
finding the nearest vertex to a point would be more complex and time consuming
than with a regular grid data structure.
Therefore the data for each sheet was re-sampled by dividing each sheet into a
100 x 100 cell grid, averaging the heights of all points within each cell and applying
the resultant height onto a single point in the middle of the cell. These points were
then saved as a text file with a point per line indicated through its x,y and z position
producing a dataset with a total of 24,000 vertices (30,000 x 80,000) which occupies
a total of approximately 8.5MB on disk.
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Figure 3.1: Example of the terrain mesh after being texture mapped with an or-
thophoto.
The orthophoto within the sid file for each sheet was converted into a TIFF image
to be overlaid onto the resultant mesh to produce the final terrain. Each TIFF used
is approximately 1400 x 950 pixels and occupies a total of approx 100MB on disk,
an example sheet of which is shown in figure 3.1. When the sheets of the desired
area are combined they produce the environment shown in figure 3.2.
3.4 Hardware
Two hardware set-ups were used, a cluster based system with a wall-sized display
output (see figure 1.1a) and a more conventional single desktop system and display
(see figure 1.1b). The wall-sized system utilised 7 nodes, each equipped with a Intel
Xeon E5520 quad core CPU running at 2.2 GHz, 12 GB of RAM, two Nvidea Quadro
1800 graphics cards and a 1Gb/s ethernet connection. The display was constructed
from 20-inch displays, each with a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, arranged seven
displays wide and four displays tall. This provides a total viewing area of 3.06 x 1.33
metres, a resolution of 54 million pixels (11200 x 4800 pixels) and a horizontal field
of view (HFOV) of 137 degrees when 0.6 metres away from the display.
The desktop system utilised a Intel Xeon E5620 quad core CPU running at 2.4
GHz, 6 GB of RAM, a single Quadro 1800 graphics card and a 100Mb/s ethernet
connection. The display was a 30-inch display with a resolution of 2560x1600 pixels
and a HFOV of 60 degrees when the participant was 0.6 metres away from the
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Figure 3.2: The dataset used throughout the experiments.
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Figure 3.3: The relative size and position of the desktop display relative to the wall-
sized display.
display. The size and location of this display relative to the wall-sized display is
shown in figure 3.3.
3.5 Software
As discussed in section 2.5.1 the required functionality could be achieved through
different VR toolkits, middleware or bespoke solutions. A mainly bespoke solution
that utilised VRJuggler was decided upon to allow functionality to be flexibly and se-
lectively implemented depending on the requirements for each experiment. VRJug-
gler allows different display and control input configurations to be described through
XML based Jconf configuration files which are read and processed by a kernel pro-
gram to initialise the required setup before running a modified OpenGL pipeline.
This kernel provides inherited methods at various stages of the rendering pipeline
to allow user code to be appropriately executed.
The system consists of 5 main classes, SpainApp, Mesh, Path, Trials and Record-
er. The SpainApp class implemented the main VRJuggler kernel and deals with ini-
tialisation of the other classes processing the command line arguments, tracks the
general system state and processes input device changes. Mesh represents a sheet
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Figure 3.4: Example of the path visualisations used to analyse movements.
of the mesh and provides functionality to read the mesh file, render the mesh and
processes intersection and nearest vertex tests. The Path class represents a single
path through the environment with functionality to read a path file, replay the path
over time, calculate statistics based on the path and visualise the path (see figure
3.4).
The Trials class structures a combination of paths so they can be used for the
experiments, providing functionality to read the files containing the target locations
associated with each path, an interface to access data of the current path, rendering
of multiple paths and calculate statistics that are dependent on the target locations.
Lastly the Recorder class controls the recording of data to logs, providing methods
to start the writing to a log, write data per frame, record actions such as confirming
a target and finishing the log recording. The format of these logs are described in
section 3.7.
3.6 Interface
Input from the user was given via either a keyboard and mouse (see figure 3.5) or
gamepad (see figure 3.6). Mouse movement allowed the user to translate and rotate
their view using displacement-based control. Holding the left mouse button allowed
translation in a plane perpendicular to the current view direction (at a rate of two
metres per pixel), holding the middle mouse button allowed translation in a plane
parallel with the view direction (at a rate of ten metres per pixel) and holding the
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Figure 3.5: Mouse controls.
right mouse button allowed variation of pitch and heading (at a rate of one degree
per 20 pixels). Users could move discretely by double clicking with the left mouse
button on a point of the landscape. This moved them to a point 3000 metres (or
a quarter of the current distance from the selected point if <12000 metres away at
the beginning of the movement) from the selected point in one second at a constant
speed during which their heading remained constant.
Gamepad controls were implemented via a wireless Logitech RumblePad 2 game-
pad, allowing navigation using a flying metaphor with 5 degrees of freedom (transla-
tion in X, Y and Z and rotation for heading and pitch). The left joystick allowed move-
ment forwards, backwards and diagonally in the current heading and pitch while two
buttons on the back of the gamepad allowed ascent and descent perpendicular to
the current view direction. The right joystick was used to vary their heading freely
and the pitch between +/- 80◦. Translational movements were limited to a maximum
of 1200 m/s and the view direction could be changed up to 30 ◦/s.
With both control methods, collision detection with the ground was implemented
so that participants could not pass through the terrain to avoid unnatural movements
for the user [72]. Collision detection involved a check to ensure that the user was
a minimum distance (50m) above the greatest height of the nearest vertex of the
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Figure 3.6: Gamepad controls.
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mesh and the 4 vertices surrounding this vertex.
3.7 Path Logging
The logs have to be easily readable by other software and be sufficiently docu-
mented so they can be easily understood by anyone else wanting to read them or
use them as input into their software. To satisfy this the log file is split into two main
sections, a header which describes the structure of the log in a human readable
format, and then a body with lines of comma separated values (CSVs) which can be
easily parsed by other software. An example of this structure is shown below.
* Time, Position (x,y,z), Quaternion (w,x,y,z)
0.000,-19386.199,1022.810,-1085.770,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.017,-19386.201,1022.810,-1085.769,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.034,-19386.203,1022.810,-1085.768,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.050,-19386.205,1022.810,-1085.767,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.067,-19386.207,1022.810,-1085.767,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
.
.
Header information is indicated through the use of a ∗ symbol and describes the
order and types of data listed in the log. Following this the position and orienta-
tion of the user is initially recorded at a per frame resolution to achieve the highest
resolution possible from the initial recording. The (relative) time is also recorded
to ensure that the movements are played back over the same time period as the
original recording, independent of the rendering frame rate of the hardware being
used.
This basic structure was extended for the purposes of recording multiple inde-
pendent trials required in Experiments 2, 3 and 4. An example of this modified
structure is shown below.
* # Format Per Trial
* # Trial Number, Trial Type (Visible, Movement Type, Movement Style,
Feature), Trial Distance
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* # Start Trial n #
* Time, Position (x,y,z), Quaternion (w,x,y,z)
* # End Trial n #
* # Trial Number, Trial Type (Visible, Movement Type, Movement Style,
Feature), Time Taken (guided, navigated, difference), Distance Travelled
(guided, navigated, difference), Root Mean Squared, Number of Targets,
Minimum Distance From target, Time to Hit Target,
[Minimum Distance From target, Time to Hit Target]
# 3,Visible,Translate,Follow,Path,46412.14
# Start Trial 1
0.000,-19386.199,1022.810,-1085.770,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.017,-19386.201,1022.810,-1085.769,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.034,-19386.203,1022.810,-1085.768,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.050,-19386.205,1022.810,-1085.767,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
0.067,-19386.207,1022.810,-1085.767,-0.20734,0.04540,0.95459,0.20905
.
.
42.129,-3073.697,445.072,13055.615,0.33802,-0.12233,0.87745,0.31755
42.146,-3073.697,445.075,13055.617,0.33802,-0.12233,0.87745,0.31755
# End Trial 1 #
3,Visible,Translate,Follow,Path,19.883,42.146,22.263,46412.14,60694.02,
14281.88,1352.1383011392,3,491.64,11.292,1411.56,42.129,465.48,18.693
The header again describes the format the file will take but the CSVs values for
each trial are pre-ambled by two lines (denoted by a #). The first of these lines
contains basic information about the trial and the second indicates the start of the
trial. The end of the CSVs is also followed by a line starting with a # to show the end
of the recorded data for that trial, allowing an individual trial to be easily found and
processed. Another CSV line follows the end of each trial and contains a summary
of some of the data that was calculated during execution allowing this information to
be easily stripped from the log with a bash script.
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3.8 Summary
This chapter has introduced the hardware and software architecture of the system
that is used throughout the experiments in future chapters. The manner in which
users’ paths are recorded, replayed and analysed is described as well as the form
of the data that they are navigating. The interface devices used and form of the
log file produced by the software is also detailed. The system provides a common
platform for the future experiments but could also form the basis of a more general
VE across different display setups. This is discussed in section 7.1.5.
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Chapter 4
Investigating the causes and severity
of common ground breakdown
4.1 Introduction
The theoretical effects of common ground breakdown in this wall-sized to desktop
display collaboration have been discussed in chapter 2 but an accurate classification
of the frequency, severity and conditions of these breakdown is needed. This chapter
describes two experiments with this aim. The first required participants to perform a
restricted task of navigating to a single target to ensure that the core task is suitable
for further investigation. The second expanded upon this to consider a task more
representative of those that occur in real collaborative activities.
4.2 Experiment 1: Constrained navigation to singu-
lar targets
An initial exploratory experiment was conducted with the following aims:
• Assess the base level of common ground breakdown that occurs during simple
collaborative tasks between wall-sized and desktop users using the platform
presented in section 3.
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• Investigate the effect of a representative range of standard navigation factors
within this scenario to guide the design of future aids design and experiments.
Master-slave collaboration was used, with the experimenter acting as a master
and using the wall-sized display, whilst participants acted as the slave and used the
desktop display. The participants’ task was to observe where the master took them
(from a start point to a target; for consistency these navigational movements were
pre-recorded), and then navigate themselves from the start to the target.
We therefore had the following hypotheses:
H1.1 Aids that increase the view similarity between desktop and wall-sized displays
(e.g., providing a wide FOV context view to the desktop participant) will de-
crease common ground breakdown between the two.
H1.2 Scenarios that require participants to conduct more complex navigational tasks
(e.g., movement involving translation and rotation or where the target is not
visible to both desktop and wall-sized participants), are more susceptible to
common ground breakdown.
4.2.1 Method
4.2.1.1 Factors
To establish what areas of this scenario required more detailed investigation in later
experiments several different within-participants factors were chosen. These were;
• Type of view provided (base vs. context)
• Target visibility on the wall-sized display from the starting position (visible vs.
not visible)
• Type of master’s path movement (translate vs. translate & rotate)
The first factor investigates what effect inequalities in environmental visibility
have, as this is one of the main contributing factors to improved navigational perfor-
mance with wall-sized displays (see section 2.5.1). Providing the context view (see
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figure 4.1b) eliminates the inequality in display area and can be used to consider
what effect the other features of a wall-sized display (such as physical navigation)
may have. This factor corresponds to the data required to test H1.1.
The final two factors investigate if the complexity of the master’s movement af-
fects the level of breakdown in the scenario, a phenomenon noted in previous work
on guided navigation [19]. The addition of rotation to the master’s movement will
present participants with more complex movement than the typically straight (trans-
lation only) paths that are frequently used [99]. Paths where the target is not initially
visible on the wall-sized display forces a wall-sized display user to conduct naviga-
tional actions more similar to the desktop display user who can never see the target
from the start point. These factors provide data to test H1.2.
4.2.1.2 Measures
The following measures are taken during each trial:
• Success/ failure in finding the target
• Time elapsed during the trial
• Distance travelled during the trial
• Position and orientation per frame
The first three measures allow performance to be assessed while the last mea-
sure allows participants’ navigational behaviour to be investigated. Instances of
common ground breakdown are observable through reduced navigational perfor-
mance and/ or differences in navigational behaviour.
4.2.1.3 Participants
Twelve participants (six females and six males, mean age = 27.6, SD = 5.9) took
part, all of whom (and those in future experiments) were students or staff at the
University. The order in which participants used each view (base vs. context view)
was counterbalanced. Two separate sets of start/target pairs were used, with half of
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(b)
Figure 4.1: The view conditions for Experiment 1: (a) Base view showing the global
map in the bottom right of the display and (b) Context view along the bottom of the
display.
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Visibility Movement Path Length (m)
Not Visible (8)
Translate (4)
Mean 12792
SD 4762
Rotate (4)
Mean 14199
SD 2998
Visible (8)
Translate (4)
Mean 12158
SD 2595
Rotate (4)
Mean 14775
SD 4430
Table 4.1: Split of 16 paths for each block.
the participants using each set with each view, again counterbalanced. All the ex-
periments described in this thesis were approved by our University Research Ethics
Committee. All the participants gave their informed consent and were paid an hon-
orarium for their participation.
4.2.1.4 Materials
The input and output devices, controls and dataset that formed the environment
used in this experiment were described in chapter 3. Both wall-sized and and desk-
top users only utilised the gamepad to navigate the environment. The context view
utilised by the desktop participants (see figure 4.1b) occupied a 1280x533 pixel
space at the bottom of the display and provided a view of the environment with the
same 137 degrees FOV as the wall-sized display.
4.2.1.5 Procedure - Master
The experimenter pre-recorded 64 paths, consisting of movements from a start point
to the required target, using the wall-sized display. Pre-recorded paths rather than
live navigation was used to ensure that each slave participant was subjected to
exactly the same movements. The recorded paths were intended to simulate a
situation where a user is familiar with a dataset and is interested in particular fea-
tures within it. The user’s navigation is therefore expected to be smooth and direct,
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which is less likely to cause common ground breakdown than during data explo-
ration, when navigation is more varied.
The 64 paths were divided into four blocks, two of which were used for training
trials and two for test trials. The characteristics of the trials in each block are shown
in Table 4.1. For half the trials the target was visible on the wall-sized display from
the start point, and for the other half of the trials it was not. For half of each visibility
the movement was predominantly translation, and for the other half it was translation
& rotation.
4.2.1.6 Procedure - Slave
As discussed in section 2.8 the procedure was divided into three stages. First, a
participant practised using the gamepad interface to navigate around the landscape.
For this, they spent approximately 5 minutes navigating between six clearly-visible
targets with the base view, and then spent a similar amount of time navigating be-
tween six other clearly-visible targets with the context view.
Stages 2 and 3 had identical formats, with a participant using one of the views
(e.g., base view) in the former, and the other view (e.g., context view) in the latter.
The format involved two blocks of 16 trials, separated by a five minute rest. In each
stage, the first block was treated as training and the second block was the test.
The trials in each block were presented in a random order, with eight of the trials
involving predominantly translational movement and eight involving translation and
rotation. In each eight, four were trials where the target was visible from the start
point on the wall-sized display, and four were trials where the destination point was
not visible.
The procedure for each trial was as follows. First, a participant pressed a but-
ton on the gamepad and was placed at the trial’s start point. Then the partici-
pant pressed the button again, and was navigated to a target location along a pre-
recorded path. Then the participant pressed the button for a third time, which placed
them back at the start point, and they navigated themselves to the target. The trial
stopped when the participant was within 150 metres of the target or they had taken
longer than the cut off time of 11/2 minutes (double the time of the longest trial). The
targets were indicated by cubes with a letter (see figure 4.2) and texture mapped
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Figure 4.2: A sample target within the participant’s view.
similarly to the landscape surrounding it, requiring participants to be close to the
target (typically <3000m) to see it. At all times, all the targets of the current stage
were displayed (with the same texture mapping as the target but without a letter),
to encourage participants to navigate using information memorised during the pre-
recorded movements and not to zoom out to try to detect a single target from a
distance.
The system used within this experiment (and subsequent experiments) was ini-
tially informally shown to other members of the research group to ensure aspects
such as the control interface and movement speed was appropriate. The full ex-
perimental procedure was subsequently piloted with two participants (the results
of which are not reported) to ensure these tasks were of appropriate difficulty and
length. Feedback from these methods and observations by the experimenter prompted
small changes and bug fixes to the system used.
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Figure 4.3: Percentage of trials that were successful for each combination of views,
target visibility (visible V, not visible NV) and movement type (translate & rotate TR,
translation T). Error bars show standard error of the mean for each column as a
whole. Each column is subdivided to show the navigation types used in the trials.
4.2.2 Results
The results are divided into two parts. First, the performance of participants is anal-
ysed. Second, the navigational behaviour of participants is investigated to explain
differences in performance.
4.2.2.1 Performance
The percentage of successful trials was analysed using a repeated measures anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA), which treated the type of view (base view vs. context
view), movement type (translate vs. translate & rotate) and initial visibility of the tar-
get’s position on the master’s display (visible vs. not visible) as within-participants
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factors. Only significant effects (p <.05) are reported.
Participants successfully found targets significantly more often when the target
position had been visible from the starting point on the wall-sized display (M = 80%)
than when the target position was not visible (M = 72%), F (1, 11) = 5.25, p <.05.
There was also an interaction between view and movement type, F (1, 11) = 5.08, p
<.05. In the base view condition participants were more successful when movement
was translate than translate & rotate (M = 82% vs. 74%), but in the context view
condition they were more successful when movement was translate & rotate (M =
76% vs. 72%) (see figure 4.3).
No other measurements (distance travelled, raw or normalized differences be-
tween original and travelled distance or time) had significant differences, due to the
large range of utilised strategies and effectiveness in finding the targets.
4.2.2.2 Behaviour
It become noticeable that in a significant proportion of trials, participants did not
attempt to follow the path that they were guided on, instead some took their own,
direct path to where they thought the target was (shortcut). This behaviour has
been previously investigated as part of navigation within both real [12] and virtual
[52] environments and is similar to the triangle competition task that is frequently
used in spatial skill studies [26, 118]. Other trials showed participants taking longer
to reach the target than the guided path whilst still trying to follow the original path
(getting lost). Some trials also showed that participants seemed to struggle to find
the actual target after getting to the approximate area relatively quickly.
Because of these different behaviours each participant’s navigation was split into
two distinct phases. Firstly, the participant’s (attempted) navigation to the approxi-
mate target area, and secondly, their search of this approximate area for the actual
target. To classify the first stage the original and participant’s path were projected
onto the ground plane and a vector was taken from the starting point of the trial to
the point at which the participant was 1000m away from the start. If this vector was
within 45◦ of the initial direction of the original path then the trial was classified as
following the path (see figure 4.4 and 4.5). If participants did not follow the path then
their movement was classified as taking a short-cut if they set off within 45◦ of the
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Figure 4.4: Example of a follow navigation type shown as a string path sampling
every frame (see section 6.2.1). The original path is shown as progressing from
red to green, the participant’s path goes from blue to yellow and the target point is
highlighted in white. The participant originally sets off in the direction of the path and
stays within 1000m of the original path until 3000m away from the target.
vector towards the target (see figure 4.6), other if a participant’s path direction was
outside this angle.
The percentage of successful trials for which each path type was used was anal-
ysed using a repeated measures ANOVA that had four within-participants factors:
type of view, movement type, initial visibility, and navigation method (follow path vs.
shortcut vs. other). Only significant effects, adjusted for bonferroni corrections (p
<.025), are reported.
Participants attempted to follow the original path (M = 79%) significantly more
often than taking a shortcut (M = 17%) or any other strategy (M = 3%) F (2, 9) =
280.99, p <.01 (see figure 4.3). There was a significant interaction between naviga-
tion method and movement type F (2, 9) = 5.84, p <.025. Participants attempted to
follow the original path more when the path was translate only (M = 89%) than when
both translation & rotation occurred (M = 70%) and a short-cut was used more often
with translate & rotate paths than predominately translate paths (M = 24% vs. 10%).
The use of shortcuts during some translate & rotate paths indicates that partici-
pants gained a high level of common ground in some scenarios. However this can-
not be investigated accurately as they may have a similarly high common ground in
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Figure 4.5: Example of a error navigation type shown as a string path sampling
every frame (see section 6.2.1). The original path is shown as progressing from
red to green, the participant’s path goes from blue to yellow and the target point is
highlighted in white. The participant starts by following the original path but then
turns off.
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Figure 4.6: Example of a shortcut navigation type shown as a string path sampling
every frame (see section 6.2.1). The original path is shown as progressing from
red to green, the participant’s path goes from blue to yellow and the target point is
highlighted in white. The participant does not set off in the original path direction,
instead heading towards the target.
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Figure 4.7: Navigation method in trials where participants failed to find the target for
each combination of views, target visibility (visible V, not visible NV) and movement
type (translate & rotate TR, translate T).
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some translate paths but the normally direct routes these took to the target would
mask this.
There was also a three way interaction between navigation method, visibility of
target and movement type, F (2, 9) = 5.98, p <.025. This was due to participants
attempting to follow the master’s path with approximately the same frequency for
both translate and translate & rotate paths when the target was not originally visible
on the wall-sized display as well as for translate & rotate paths when the target was
visible on the wall-sized display (M between 67 and 81%). However, participants
almost exclusively attempted to follow translate paths when the target was visible
on the wall-sized display (M = 98%) with almost no instances of shortcut or other
strategies.
An increase in participants’ following the original path seemed to have a positive
influence on the success for translate movements in the base view condition whilst
trials in the context view condition seemed less dependent on participants being
able to follow the path. For example, when the target was visible, translate & rotate
trials were more successful than translate and more participants took a short-cut
than followed the path.
Trials where the participants failed to complete the trial were investigated to un-
derstand the severity of, and reasons behind the failure. Participants behaviour was
classified in the same way as the successful trials with the addition of whether they
managed to get to the approximate area of the target (within 3000m) or not. ANOVAs
were not performed due to the small number of participants (2 out of the 12) that had
failures in all combination of conditions.
Figure 4.7 shows that participants generally managed to navigate to the approx-
imate area of the target, despite committing an error before getting there. In trials
where participants did not reach the target area, the most frequent behaviour was
that they attempted to follow the original path but committed an error from which
they could not recover. Trials including a short-cut very rarely missed the approxi-
mate target area.
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4.2.3 Discussion
Contrary to H1.1, a wide FOV context view did not significantly affect participants’
performance through the metrics of success, time taken or distance travelled. This
may have been because any advantage in terms of knowing where one travelled
that was gained by the contextual display (showing the master’s FOV) was negated
by having to attend to a third view.
H1.2 was also largely shown to be false, with no overall difference in failure rate
between translate and translate & rotate paths, even though the former just required
participants to travel in straight lines. A statistically significant difference was found
for the initial visibility of the target location, but the magnitude of this difference was
small.
Despite this the experiment did result in evidence of non-trivial amounts of break-
down between wall-sized and desktop display users, with participants failing to find
the target in 24% of trials. The method of navigation to the target was similar for
successful and failure trials, apart from more errors being made in attempting to
follow the original path in failure trials. These results indicate that participants of-
ten reached a target’s region, but then had difficulty finding it. However, the extent
to which participants were certain that they were in the correct region remains un-
known.
Fatigue could be one factor that is masking some of the differences that were
expected in this study. Although rest was provided between each of the blocks of tri-
als, the repetitive nature of the task may have led to participants concentrating less
in later blocks. This is apparent from figure 4.8 which shows participants improving
from the training set in the first condition they experienced, but deteriorating in the
second condition. This fatigue also confirms that the nature of navigating in CVEs
is mentally taxing even without additional data analysis tasks, with performance be-
ginning to suffer even over the course of an hour and a half.
The similarity of some of the areas within the data as well as the high amount of
optic flow provided by the textured surfaces are factors that could have influenced
the ability of users to navigate in this environment. However, this was a worthwhile
trade off in providing a scenario which participants readily accepted and a dataset
that they had some degree of familiarity with how to navigate. The textures used,
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Figure 4.8: Difference in success rate between training and test blocks when a view
condition was used 1st or 2nd.
although providing contrasting colours throughout, were of a reasonably low resolu-
tion when viewed closely which did create difficulties for some users when travelling
close to the ground. The topological features (ridges) could have encouraged par-
ticipants to fly low to see these clearly rather than at a higher altitude and therefore
contextual manner.
Despite these issues it is notable that so many failures occurred even though
the paths all comprised of flowing movements that lasted a few minutes at most. In
a real collaborative application, navigation is likely to take place over an extended
period of time, with the master sometimes making sudden changes to where they
were travelling. This is likely to increase common ground breakdown, compared with
the already non-trivial level reported in the present study.
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4.3 Experiment 2: Free form navigation to a number
of targets
The results of the previous experiment indicated that expanding the scope of the
participants’ task would give greater insight into elements of their behaviour which
can be addressed to improve navigational performance. A second experiment was
devised to investigate instances where the breakdowns within this scenario happen
more frequently and either stop a user from being able to complete their task, or
require them to adopt significantly different behaviours.
These issues were investigated by extending the task performed in the previous
experiment so that participants had to navigate towards multiple targets per path
and the master’s navigation was controlled by a gamepad or mouse. Increasing
the number of targets within the path allowed the path complexity to be increased
whilst ensuring that the findings could be related and contrasted with those from
the previous experiment. The mouse was introduced for the master’s paths for two
reasons: firstly, to further investigate the effect of the wall-sized display user using
features that are outside of the desktop display view for navigation by allowing them
to discretely travel to these points, and secondly to validate to what degree these
findings are valid across different interaction devices.
An experiment with a within-participants design was conducted to investigate the
frequency and severity of navigation errors that occur during master-slave naviga-
tion utilizing a wall-sized and a desktop display. Some participants acted as master
users (henceforth termed users) using a wall-sized display whose paths were pre-
recorded. Each user recorded half of their paths while using a gamepad to navigate
and half while using a mouse. Both interfaces are known to be effective for navigat-
ing wall-sized displays [9, 122].
The remaining participants acted as slaves (henceforth termed participants) and
used a desktop display to observe where the master ’took’ them (from a start point
to either one or three targets), and then navigate themselves from the start to the
target(s). Our hypotheses were as follows:
H2.1 The discrete nature of mouse movements will cause greater common ground
breakdown than the continuous nature of the gamepad movement.
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H2.2 Increasing the demands of the task (i.e., the number of targets) will increase
common ground breakdown, because of the additional cognitive load [8].
H2.3 Interruptions and inconsistencies such as finding targets in a different order to
the master will increase the common ground breakdown.
4.3.1 Method
4.3.1.1 Factors
The within-participants’ factors for this experiment were:
• Number of targets to find (one vs. three)
• Type of interaction device used by the master (mouse vs. gamepad)
The number of targets was varied between one and three to investigate how
extended navigation and a more demanding task would affect the errors that occur,
testing H2.2. Mouse and gamepad interaction allow investigation of displacement
and velocity-based controls respectively, testing H2.1.
4.3.1.2 Measures
The following measures were taken during each trial:
• Success/ failure in finding each target
• Time elapsed during the trial
• Time elapsed before finding each target
• Order in which targets were found compared to the master’s path
• Position and orientation per frame
The first two measures allowed performance to be assessed, the next two mea-
sures allowed hypothesis H2.3 to be tested while the last measure allowed par-
ticipants’ navigational behaviour to be investigated. Instances of common ground
breakdown were observable through reduced navigational performance and/ or dif-
ferences in navigational behaviour.
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4.3.1.3 Participants
Twelve slave participants (three females and nine males, mean age = 22.8 years,
SD = 3.1) and four master users (one female and three males, mean age = 24.0
years, SD = 2.2) took part in the experiment. The order in which participants viewed
gamepad vs. mouse movement was counterbalanced and the ordering of one and
three target trials was randomised.
4.3.1.4 Materials
The dataset, wall-sized displays used by the master and desktop display used by
the slave participants were the same as in the first experiment. Gamepad navigation
was also the same as in the previous experiment and was the sole form of control
provided to slave participants. Interaction via the mouse was enabled in half of the
master’s paths and is described in further detail in section 3.6.
4.3.1.5 Procedure - Master
The movements of master users from start points to the required targets using the
wall-sized display were recorded, intending to simulate a situation where a user is
familiar with a dataset and is interested in particular features within it. The user’s
navigation is therefore expected to be smooth and direct as opposed to during data
exploration where navigation is more varied. Pre-recorded paths rather than live
navigation ensured that each slave participant was subjected to exactly the same
movements.
Recording was conducted in one session for each user, which was split into three
stages; a training stage, recording for one interface (e.g., mouse) followed by record-
ing the second interface (e.g., gamepad). Each of these stages was separated by
a short break and contained 16 trials in each (split evenly between one and three
target trials). Movements controlled through the gamepad resulted in more contin-
uous movement than those produced via mouse control where the user remains
stationary for larger periods of time (see figure 4.9).
Each trial began by allowing familiarisation with the targets on a given path
by highlighting each so they were visible from the start position. Users navigated
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Figure 4.9: Proportion of time performing certain movements by the wall-sized dis-
play master users during the 32 test trials.
between these targets, typically for less than three minutes, and when ready the
recording stage began through a button press on the gamepad, which returned the
user to the original position and removed the highlighting of the targets. They were
here asked to find the targets (now as shown in figure 4.2) before confirming each
through pressing a button on the gamepad. The target was required to be within the
outlined visible area of the desktop display when they confirmed sighting of each tar-
get. Throughout both the familiarisation and recording stage of each trial the targets
were clearly highlighted on the overview map.
Paths that were not direct (e.g., the same target was found twice or took an
excessive amount of time (>two minutes)) were excluded. The two sets of paths
shown to the slave participants were formed by pseudo-randomly selecting one of
the remaining paths from each user in turn so each contributed eight gamepad and
eight mouse paths per set. The test trials’ characteristics are shown in table 4.2.
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Interface 1 Target Mean (SD) 3 Targets Mean (SD)
Gamepad
10880 metres (4316) 23335 metres (8212)
11.3 seconds (5.6) 29.6 seconds (8.6)
Mouse
11095 metres (6252) 25890 metres (6252)
12.0 seconds (11.7) 47 seconds (21.1)
Table 4.2: Average distance and duration of the 32 test trials.
4.3.1.6 Procedure - Slave
The slave participants’ procedure was divided into four stages. First, each par-
ticipant practised navigating around the landscape by spending up to five minutes
navigating between six clearly-visible targets. The next stage involved a set of 16
training trials which were presented in a random order, with eight of the trials involv-
ing gamepad master movement and eight involving mouse master movement. In
each eight, four were trials with one target and four were trials with three targets.
Five minutes rest was given before the test trials (stages three and four), which had
identical formats. Slave participants viewed one master interface’s movements (e.g.,
gamepad) in one stage, and the other master interface (e.g., mouse) in the latter.
Each stage contained 16 trials, split equally between one target and three targets
trials, which were presented in a random order and separated by a five minute rest
between the two stages.
The procedure for each trial was similar to the first experiment except participants
had to confirm sight of each target (by pressing a button within 5000 metres of the
target) and the cut off time was extended to three minutes (double the time of the
longest trial). Participants were instructed during training to check the target was not
a decoy before confirming each target.
4.3.2 Results
This section first analyses the general performance of participants at the task, be-
fore identifying the major factors that indicate the occurrence of navigational error.
Following this, the severity of navigational error within failed trials is analysed.
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4.3.2.1 General Performance
The percentage of successful trials was analysed using a repeated measures anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) that treated the number of targets (one vs. three) and
master’s interface (mouse vs. gamepad) as within-participants factors. Participants
were significantly more successful at one target trials (M = 90%, SD = 11.5) than
when three targets had to be found (M = 55%, SD = 22.3) (F (1, 11) = 46.3, p <.01).
There was no significant difference in success between the mouse and gamepad
trials (M = 69% vs. 76% F (1, 11) = 2.54, p >.05). Although success was affected
by the number of targets in a trial, participants were similarly likely to complete a
one-target trial as to find at least one target in the three-target trials (M = 96%, SD
= 7.1). Success in finding subsequent targets decreased steadily (M = 80%, SD =
18.4 for the second target, M = 56%, SD = 22.7 for the third).
These results do not support our first hypothesis, as there was little difference
due to the master interface, but do support our second hypothesis that extended and
more demanding tasks are more likely to result in navigational error. The remainder
of the results only consider three-target trials.
4.3.2.2 Factors Influencing Success
Our third hypothesis predicted participants would be less successful if their naviga-
tion was interrupted or if they did not find the targets in the same order as the master.
Approximately 80% of the targets were found within 40 seconds of the start of a trial
or after finding a previous target, irrespective of whether a participant was looking
for the 1st, 2nd or 3rd target, or the master’s interface used in the trial. Interruptions
were therefore analysed by splitting the trials into two sets; one set comprised trials
where every target was either found in less than 40 seconds or not found at all, and
the other set comprised trials where at least one target took 40s or longer to find.
These sets were analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA that treated the
time threshold (<40s vs. ≥40s) and master’s interface (mouse vs. gamepad) as
within-participants factors. Only significant effects adjusted for bonferroni correc-
tions (p <.013) are reported for this and the following ANOVA. Participants were
significantly less successful on interrupted trials (F (1, 11) = 11.87, p <.01), but
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Figure 4.10: Success rate in three target trials when no preceding targets took more
than 40 seconds to find vs. when any preceding target took more than 40 seconds
to find. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
Figure 4.11: Success rate in three target trials when all preceding targets were
found in the same order to the master vs. when any preceding target was found in a
different order to the master. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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there was no significant effect of master interface (F (1, 11) = 0.85, p >.025) (see
figure 4.10).
To investigate the effect of finding targets in a different order, trials were divided
into two sets according to whether or not a participant found all the targets in the
same order as the master, up to the point of failure. A repeated measures ANOVA
which treated the order of targets (same vs. different to the master) and master
interface (mouse vs. gamepad) as within participant factors showed that participants
were significantly less successful in trials where targets were found in a different
order than when found in the same order as the master (F (1, 11) = 10.06, p <.01).
However, there was no effect of master interface (F (1, 11) = 2.45, p >.025) (see
figure 4.11). These results support our third hypothesis.
4.3.2.3 Classifying the Failures
To categorise the severity of failures, trials in which a participant did not find all three
targets were classified according to whether participants got close to a remaining
target in the 40 seconds after the last successfully found target. Participants were
classified as getting close if they got within 3000 metres in the ground plane of the
target, the same distance as used for this classification in the previous experiment
(see section 4.2.2.2). In 59% of failures (26% of total trials) a participant got close
to a remaining target, whilst failing to do so in the remaining 41% of failures (18% of
total trials).
4.3.3 Discussion
The results from this experiment show H2.1 to be false as there was no significant
difference in participants’ success rate between mouse and gamepad trials. Firstly,
this ensures that findings within this scenario can be applied across different interac-
tion devices. Secondly, in combination with the results from Experiment 1 showing
H1.2 to be false, these results provide evidence that the findings could be applied
independently of the master navigation characteristics. These findings also provide
further evidence to the unresolved issues of the effect of passive master/ slave nav-
igation [19, 90, 118, 133].
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H2.2 was supported, with this experiment showing that initially trivial navigation
(≈90% of trials found one target), became significantly more difficult as the complex-
ity of the task increased (failures occurred in ≈45% of 3 target trials). In addition,
H2.3 was also supported, with participants exhibiting difficulties in recovering from
mistakes in navigation, such as interruptions or finding targets in a different order to
the master, which further impacted their ability to complete the task.
Participants could complete the task either through route knowledge (recreating
the master’s route) or survey knowledge (travelling for a required distance at the
required orientation) but both were frequently insufficient to reach the approximate
area of a target (≈20% of trials). The frequency of these errors would distract one
from their main analytical tasks in the scenario described in section 2.6 to such a
level that this is currently not feasible.
Failures close to the target indicate moderate navigational error and may have
been caused by participants not pausing to look around if they did not realize they
were in the vicinity of a target, or missing targets that were within their view due to not
being able to attend to the whole display [76]. Failures further away from the target
indicate the occurrence of more severe navigational error, despite a global overview
map always being provided. The risk of missing landmarks from the primary view
while viewing the map, coupled with the difficulty in integrating knowledge gained
from the two views together [102], may have dissuaded participants from doing this.
4.4 Summary
This chapter presents two experiments which classify the frequency, severity and
conditions of common ground breakdown within the scenario presented in section
2.6. Experiment 1 investigated what effect (if any) a wide FOV context view (H1.1)
and variances in navigational task complexity (H1.2) had on participants’ perfor-
mance. Both of these hypotheses were shown to be false, partially due to the task’s
simplicity providing little opportunity for variation in navigational behaviour between
participants.
Therefore, Experiment 2 investigated the effect of master interface differences
(H2.1), increased task complexity (H2.2) and interruptions to the task (H2.3) on
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task performance. H2.1 was shown to be false, whilst both H2.2 and H2.3 were
supported, overall showing a consistently high level of breakdown.
To summarise, the major characteristics of common ground breakdown in wall-
sized to desktop collaboration were identified as follows:
• There is a non-trivial amount of common ground breakdown, which rapidly and
steadily increases as users have to conduct more complex tasks resulting in
participants failing to complete 45% of trials with multiple targets. This break-
down is across different types of master movement and input device.
• Participants managed to navigate towards the approximate area of the targets
in approximately 60% of trials ending in failure even with the simplest of nav-
igation aids. Breakdowns occurred more frequently when participants were
trying to find the precise location of the target to complete the trial.
• Interruptions to common ground reduced task success.
The frequency of both moderate and severe navigational errors shows that par-
ticipants need assistance in acquiring and utilising both route and survey knowledge
(either of which could have been used to complete this task) to reduce the quan-
tity and/or severity of the errors that occur. There have been a number of aids
developed that aid navigation by providing landmarks, trails of previous routes or
additional views of the environment. The role of landmarks in navigation is generally
accepted [107]. Trails can be used to address errors in integrating route and survey
knowledge where participants repeatedly revisit the same areas of an environment
and aid long term route knowledge retention [98]. Providing additional or alternative
views, with a wide FOV and a local overview map, can aid route [34, 102] and survey
knowledge respectively. The following chapters will explore the effect that these aids
have on the errors demonstrated in this chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter will investigate the effect the navigation aid of additional views (sug-
gested in section 4.4) will have.
5.2 Development
As discussed in section 2.4.1, views can range across a continuum from human’s-
eye (purely egocentric) to a north-up global map (purely allocentric). The two views
currently provided of the environment are examples at the extreme ends of this spec-
trum. This leads to users’ difficulties in being able to combine knowledge from the
two together into a comprehensive cognitive map. If views that are in a more mod-
erate location within this spectrum are provided they should allow this assimilation
of knowledge to be performed more quickly and accurately.
5.2.1 Context (Egocentric) view
An egocentric view can provide a greater sense of contextual position through in-
creasing the FOV of the environment that it displays [105]. A FOV that is identical to
that of the wall-sized display used in Experiments 1 and 2 would allow a participant
to view landscape features (see section 2.6) that would otherwise only be visible to
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Figure 5.1: Example of the display layout with the context view. The context view
is outlined in white along the bottom of the display alongside the global map. The
two numbers overlaid on the global map show the participant’s current trial (right
number) and how many targets they still have to find in the current trial (left number).
the master user, providing greater fidelity to a participant’s route knowledge [121].
However, the desktop user would not be able to view these at the same resolution
as on the wall-sized display. This may be equally detrimental to the common ground
as it would be impossible to see detailed elements that the wall-sized display user is
currently analysing.
Therefore to provide the user the opportunity to see both detail and context within
the view the standard and large FOV views can be combined in two ways: through
distortion or as separate views. We have chosen to use separate views to avoid the
difficulties associated with the judging distances and object shape as they cross the
border of the distortion. An example of the implemented view is shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the display layout with the local map view. The local view
is outlined in white on the bottom of the display alongside the global map. The
two numbers overlaid on the global map show the participant’s current trial (right
number) and how many targets they still have to find in the current trial (left number).
5.2.2 Map (Allocentric) view
Differences in orientation and scale between the main and overview map could
cause users difficulties in combining spatial knowledge across the two [102, 121].
Depending on the orientation of the view provided the user may have to perform
extensive mental rotations to combine knowledge from the two views. This could be
helped by providing a map which maintains the same orientation as the user’s main
view, but may only be useful in a limited number of circumstances than the you are
here information provided by the current global map.
The differences in scale between the main view and the overview map is a more
frequent issue and can be addressed through the use of a local map at a scale be-
tween the two. A suitable scale would allow the user to see the landscape features
used for navigation (see section 2.6) that would be distinguishable if orientated to-
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wards them, even when they are not visible in the main view. In addition, a map
at this scale would provide more information to mentally rotate the features that are
visible within their view to the map orientation rather than only relying on mentally
rotating large landmarks. These benefits should result in participant’s exhibiting
greater survey knowledge [121]. An example of such a local map is shown in figure
5.2.
5.3 Experiment 3: Navigation when utilising additional
views
This experiment investigated the effect context and local overview map views have
on the frequency and severity of navigational errors that occur during master-slave
navigation. The context view provided the participants with the same view area as
the wall-sized display master but at a reduced scale. The local map had a fixed north
up orientation, was centred on the user and scaled so that objects up to 3000m away
were visible. The two views (as shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2) both supplemented a
base view that was the same as that provided in the last experiment (see figure 4.2).
We had the following hypotheses regarding this experiment:
H3.1 The context view should improve participants’ route knowledge (see section
5.2.1) and result in a higher success rate at finding targets.
H3.2 The local view should improve participants’ survey knowledge (see section
5.2.2) and result in a higher success rate at finding targets.
H3.3 Participants should be more succesful when using the same interface as the
master (gamepad) than when using an interface that prevents them from repli-
cating the masters movements (e.g., mouse).
5.3.1 Method
5.3.1.1 Factors
Only trials with three targets were used and resulted in two within-participant factors:
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• The type of view used by the slave (base vs. context vs. local)
• The master interface (gamepad vs. mouse)
The first factor allows H3.1 and H3.2 to be tested while the second factor allows
H3.3 to be tested.
5.3.1.2 Measures
The following measures were taken during each trial:
• Success/ failure in finding each target
• Time elapsed during the trial
• Time elapsed before finding each target
• Order in which targets were found compared to the master’s path
• Position and orientation per frame
The first two measures allowed performance to be assessed, the next two mea-
sures allowed interruptions and inconsistencies to following the master path to be
analysed while the last measure allowed participants’ navigational behaviour to be
investigated. Instances of common ground breakdown were observable through re-
duced navigational performance and/ or differences in navigational behaviour.
5.3.1.3 Participants
Twelve slave participants (four females and eight males, mean age = 24.6 years, SD
= 5.5) and four master users (one female and three males, mean age = 24.0 years,
SD = 2.2) took part in the experiment. The slave view was viewed in a Latin Square
arrangement whilst the master interface was presented in a random order within a
set.
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Interface Set A Mean (SD) Set B Mean (SD) Set C Mean (SD)
Gamepad
29526 metres (9817) 32156 metres (9250) 34059 metres (11800)
37.4 seconds (15.9) 32.1 seconds (9.4) 29.7 seconds (13.9)
Mouse
34898 metres (15499) 32983 metres (8859) 36772 metres (13239)
49.0 seconds (19.6) 49.0 seconds (21.0) 59.4 seconds (31.99)
Table 5.1: Average distance and duration of the 48 test trials.
5.3.1.4 Materials
The materials for this experiment consisted of the same geophysics dataset, wall-
sized master system used to record the paths and desktop slave system used by
participants as described in section 4.3.1.4.
5.3.1.5 Procedure - Master
Master recording was conducted in two sessions, each of which was split into two
stages. A training stage allowed users to become familiar with the process for each
trial using both interfaces. After a short break the next stage recorded paths with
one device (e.g., gamepad) then the other (e.g., mouse). The first session consisted
of 16 (eight per interface) training trials and 16 (eight per interface) recorded trials,
the second session eight (four per interface) training trials and 32 (16 per interface)
recorded trials. The characteristics of the movement produced by gamepad and
mouse control were similar to those described in section 4.3.1.5.
Each trial was conducted in the same manner as Experiment 2. Paths that were
not direct (e.g., the same target was found twice or took an excessive amount of
time (>two minutes)) were excluded. The three sets of paths shown to the slave
participants were formed by pseudo-randomly selecting one of the remaining paths
from each user in turn so each contributed eight gamepad and eight mouse paths
per set. The test trials’ characteristics are shown in table 5.1.
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5.3.1.6 Procedure - Slave
The slave participants’ procedure was divided into three sessions, each of which
consisted of three stages. The procedure for each session was the same except
for the view interface used (base, local or context view). First each participant prac-
tised using the interface by spending up to ten minutes navigating between eight
clearly-visible targets two times. The next stage involved a set of eight training trials
presented in a random order, with four gamepad trials and four mouse trials. Five
minutes rest was given before stage three, which included the test trials. This stage
contained 16 trials, split equally between gamepad and mouse trials, which were
presented in a random order.
The procedure for each trial was the same as Experiment 2. In each trial, the
time and movements that participants took were recorded for subsequent analysis.
5.3.2 Results
This section first reports the performance of participants under the different condi-
tions to determine what differences (if any) are significant before explaining these
findings through analysis of participants’ behaviour.
5.3.2.1 Performance
The views provided were expected to result in changes to the quantity of failures that
participants exhibited, so the percentage of successful trials was analysed using a
repeated measures ANOVA that treated the master interface (mouse vs. gamepad)
and slave view (base vs. local vs. context) as within-participant factors. This analy-
sis showed that there were no significant effects of master interface (F (1, 11) = 0.02,
p >.05) or slave view (F (2, 10) = 0.45, p >.05) on success. Means varied from 54%
(SD = 26.3) for the mouse master interface and context view to 59% (SD = 25.0)
for the mouse master interface and base view. Success in finding additional targets
decreased between the first (M = 94%, SD = 6.9), second (M = 81%, SD = 14.8)
and third target (M = 57%, SD = 20.7) in a similar manner to the second experiment
(see section 4.3.2).
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of trials for each view condition in three categories. In the
first category participants were successful, in the second they failed but got close to
a target they needed to find and in the third they failed as well as not getting close
to a target they needed to find.
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Figure 5.4: Success rate when no preceding targets took 40 seconds or more to
find vs. when any preceding target took 40 seconds or more to find across the view
conditions. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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Figure 5.5: Success rate when preceding targets were found in the same order
as the master vs. when any preceding target was found in a different order to the
master across the view conditions. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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The types of failure that occurred were classified in the same way as the previous
experiment (see section 4.3.2.3) and the percentage of trials with these failures was
analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA that treated the type of failure (close
vs. not close to the target) and slave view (base vs. local vs. context) as within-
participant factors. There was no significant effect on the type of failure (F (1, 11) =
0.58, p >.05) or view (F (2, 10) = 0.30, p >.05) (see figure 5.3).
In the previous experiment targets that were found following an interruption (>40s
looking for a target) or in a different order to the master significantly decreased
the likelihood of successfully completing the trial. The effect of interruptions was
tested by splitting the trials into two sets as described in section 4.3.2.2. A repeated
measures ANOVA that treated the type of view (base vs. context vs. local), master
interface (gamepad vs. mouse) and amount of time to find the target (<40s vs.
≥40s) as within-participant factors and showed that there was a significant effect on
success when an interruption occurred (F (1, 8) = 71.98, p <.01) similarly to the first
experiment (see figure 5.4). However, there were no significant effects of view (F (2,
7) = 0.50, p >.05) or master interface (F (1, 8) = 0.00, p >.05).
The effect of the order in which the targets were found on success was also in-
vestigated through a repeated measures ANOVA that treated the type of view (base
vs. context vs. local), master interface (gamepad vs. mouse) and order the targets
were found (same vs. different to the master) as within participants factors. This
showed that there was no significant effect of view (F (2, 10) = 0.16, p >.05), master
interface (F (1, 11) = 0.50, p >.05) and unlike the first experiment no significant effect
of target order (F (1, 11) = 1.00, p >.05) (see figure 5.5).
5.3.2.2 Behaviour
One of the few differences between the different view conditions was the increase in
failures where participants did not get close to the target in the context view condi-
tion compared to the base view condition. After analysing participants’ movements
during these failures three main patterns of behaviour became apparent and are
described below:
1. The participant set off towards the target correctly but did not reach it, stopping
or turning away too early, indicating an error in the distance they thought they
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had travelled [107]. This was deemed to occur when the vector from the last
successfully found target to the point where the participant is 3000m away from
the target was <45 degrees from any of the vectors from the last successfully
found target to the remaining targets (see figure 5.6).
2. The participant accurately completed a route towards an invalid target, either
a route to a target they have previously visited (see figure 5.7) or a route to
go between two targets starting from the wrong target (see figure 5.8). This
pattern shows participants utilised a route-based strategy to travel between
targets but had insufficient survey knowledge to recognize that they were trav-
elling towards the wrong area. This was deemed to occur when the participant
visited (came within 3000m of) a previously found target or a point whose vec-
tor from the last successfully found target is that between any of the targets in
the trials.
3. Some other error occurred that could not be classified.
These classifications were applied to the movements previously classified as
failures where participants did not get close to the target in section 5.3.2.1 and in-
stances of each are quantified in figure 5.9. The increase in these failures is shown
to be mainly due to participants accurately completing a route to an incorrect target.
If the additional views are providing participants with a sufficient contextual view
of the environment, the main view can be used for viewing the detail of the environ-
ment more frequently. In this situation the participant would be positioned nearer to
the point of the terrain in the center of their view (the point of interest (POI) for this
analysis).
This distance was measured across the first 40s of searching for each target and
analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA which treated the type of view (base
vs. context vs. local) and distance from the target (close (<3000m away) vs. ap-
proaching (≥3000m away)) as a within-participant factor. This analysis showed that
participants were significantly closer to their POI during the context view condition
than when the base or local view conditions (F (2, 10) = 5.45, p <.05), and signif-
icantly closer to their POI when close to the target than when approaching it (F (1,
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Figure 5.6: Examples of when a participant does not get close to a target that needs
to be found after setting off correctly in the direction of the remaining target. The
participant’s path after the last successfully found target is shown as progressing
from blue to yellow. The target they are trying to find is highlighted in white and
previously found targets are highlighted in green. The circle around each target has
a 3000m radius.
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Figure 5.7: Examples of when a participant does not get close to a target that needs
to be found because they travel towards a previously found target . The participant’s
path after the last successfully found target is shown as progressing from blue to
yellow. The target they are trying to find is highlighted in white and previously found
targets are highlighted in green. The circle around each target has a 3000m radius.
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Figure 5.8: Examples of when a participant does not get close to a target that needs
to be found because they travel towards a imagined target. The participant’s path
after the last successfully found target is shown as progressing from blue to yellow.
The target they are trying to find is highlighted in white and previously found targets
are highlighted in green. The circle around each target has a 3000m radius. The
participant traverses a path as if they are going to target B from target C but travels
from target B instead of C (The position where they would expect the target to be is
highlighted in red).
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Figure 5.9: Percentage of trials for each view condition in four categories. In the first
category participants were either successful or got close to a target they needed
to find whilst failing the trial. In the remaining categories the participant did not get
close to the target. In the second category participants set off correctly towards the
target, in the third they visited an incorrect target and in the fourth category their
movements could not be classified into the previous categories.
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Figure 5.10: Average distance between the participants’ position and the centre of
the view on the terrain when approaching the target vs. when close to the target for
each view condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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11) = 150.24, p <.01) (see figure 5.10). The difference caused by the view condi-
tion indicates that participants were using the context view to contextually view the
environment as discussed above.
5.3.3 Discussion
It is surprising that context and local map views had no beneficial effect when these
types of view have been effective or suggested in other scenarios [34, 69, 102],
showing H3.1 and H3.2 to be false. The interface used by the master had no signif-
icant effects throughout the experiment, further showing H3.3 to be false.
There was evidence that participants used the context view to see the environ-
ment in both detail and context simultaneously (mimicking the use of a wall-size
display), as well as to adopt a route based strategy more frequently, a strategy re-
quiring more accurate wayfinding than a distance and orientation approach (see
section 2.3.1). However, these differences ultimately resulted in more severe fail-
ures occurring, most of which saw participants taking a route towards a previous
target or starting the route from the wrong area. This behaviour could be reduced
through marking master and/or slave movements with trails to distinguish previously
visited and unvisited areas [98].
The local view had little effect on both the frequency of navigational errors and
the behaviour of participants. This view may have been ineffective or not used due
to difficulties in recognizing nearby elements of the environment, a problem avoided
in previous examples by clearly highlighting specific landmarks [102]. The fixed and
limited range of the map may have also caused difficulties in relating landmarks
within the local map to those found in either the main view or the global map.
5.4 Summary
This chapter presents an experiment that evaluates the effect of a wide FOV con-
text view (H3.1), local overview map (H3.2) and different master interface devices
(H3.3) on the common ground breakdowns within wall-sized master to desktop slave
collaborative navigation. Results demonstrated that neither view reduced the level
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of common ground breakdown exhibited by desktop users who performed similarly
to the base condition. Behavioural data showed that participants used the context
view in a manner similar to that which was hypothesised but still demonstrated sim-
ilar types of task failure. Finally, master interface differences also had no significant
effect on participant success rates.
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Path Visualisation
6.1 Introduction
An alternative aid to the multiple views presented in chapter 5 are path visualisa-
tions. These techniques can help users identify which locations have been previ-
ously visited to avoid them searching in unnecessary locations (an ineffective be-
haviour exhibited in the previous experiments). Information on where multiple users
have visited should also guide them towards areas of the environment that are
shown to be interesting (the location of the targets in this case). They can also
be used to ensure that users do not repeatedly revisit the same areas of the envi-
ronment whilst exploring themselves.
This chapter describes the process of developing and evaluating a design for a
path visualisation that is suitable for the experiment scenario used previously. The
design was informed by a technical evaluation of the design space, before it was
investigated with an experiment to validate the effectiveness of the final visualisation.
6.2 Initial Development
Suitable path visualisations were developed by identifying key aspects of the possi-
ble design space through analysis of previous work (see section 2.4.2), and consid-
ering these in relation to the specific data being used in this scenario. A technical
evaluation was conducted to narrow this design space further and the findings used
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Variable Levels
Data
Where Position View
Number of People 1 4
Sampling Interval
Time per frame (0.03s) to 1s
Grid Size 100m to 1000m
Table 6.1: Design Space Variables.
to inform the final design of the path visualisations. The final designs were then
implemented in a user study (see section 6.4) to evaluate their effectiveness.
6.2.1 Design Space Variables
To create a suitable path visualisation for this scenario the different variables of the
design space need to be set appropriately for the scenario in which they are being
used. This section will consider the suitability and parameter value of the variables
extracted from the literature in section 2.4.2 for the final aid.
The recorded paths of the master participants from the previous studies were
used to provide representative data and establish the main characteristics across
variations in the input variables. Using this data limits the who and what data (see
table 2.1) to individuals and movement respectively.
The chosen data limits the evaluation to single a user performing the tasks in-
dependently of each others without having to consider the complications introduced
by a group conducting the task collaboratively. However, the data of multiple users
can still be combined to explore scalability issues when larger quantities of data are
used. The data chosen also limits the what data to movement actions as these
were the only actions that could be performed in the previous studies. This leaves
the where data types and the sampling intervals to be investigated, with the input
variables that will be considered within this evaluation shown in table 6.1.
The where data of the path can utilise the position at which a user is in 3D space
or what they are looking at (their view). Their view location will be considered as the
point in the centre of their view on the landscape. Each recorded path needs to be
considered as separately occurring events in time, but within each trial the time at
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which each of the points occurred has been recorded. This allows the specific time,
order of, or frequency of points within a specified time period to be considered.
The frequency and resolution at which the data used for the visualisation is sam-
pled both need to be set appropriately to its purpose (see section 2.4.2.1). The fre-
quency of sampling could be on demand or at discrete, regular times. On-demand
sampling will not be considered as it was not recorded as part of the original paths,
would require additional master interaction and is traditionally seen as restrictive
to otherwise successful systems [39]. However, a suitable frequency at which the
data is discretely sampled must be determined to trade off between removing incon-
sequential movements within the path, and gaps between data points resulting in
uncertainty between points. The data was previously recorded every frame (0.03s)
so the data will be considered at this sampling frequency as well as frequencies of
every 0.1s, 0.3s, 0.5s, 0.8s and 1.0s.
The resolution can be changed through the size of the sampling regions for the
data. All the position data will be considered without the height component and the
remaining two dimensions can be considered at different sizes to create square or
rectangular ”bins” for the data. This introduces a grid structure to the data with the
X and Y dimensions being kept equal so that square areas are used and varied
between 100m and 1000m, in 100m increments.
6.2.2 Path Metrics
The resulting visualisation needs to allow users to cover as little of the environment
as possible whilst allowing the depicted path to be easily followed. If a path visu-
alisation allows users to immediately dismiss a subsection of the environment as
being not relevant, because the original trailblazer did not travel there, then the vi-
sualisation will help users to navigate efficiently. The lower the coverage of a path,
the larger the amount of the environment that can be dismissed in this way. A suit-
able metric to measure this is the number of sampled grid squares that the path
populates as a percentage of the total number of sample grid squares within the
environment. The example in figure 6.1a shows that 9 regions were traversed by the
path out of the 36 regions in this area resulting in a coverage of 25%.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1: An example path that demonstrates the way in which coverage and ad-
jacency metrics are calculated. The path and the sampled regions it passes through
are shown in (a). The resultant adjacent regions that have been traversed are shown
in (b) with a red arrow pointing between them and the total number of traversed ad-
jacent regions for each region shown as a number in the centre of each region.
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The manner in which a path is visually portrayed will affect how easily it can
be followed. Ideally a path should be continuous but depending on the speed of
movement and the sampling resolution of the original data there may be times when
consecutive points are not in adjacent sampled regions. Equally, the adjacency of
a square should be as near to 2 (one traversal into and one out of the region) as
possible so there are few branches or potential crossings to complicate the path (see
section 2.4.2). The metric for this is the average number of adjacent grid squares
(above, above-right, right, below-right, below, below, left and above-left) for each of
the grid squares that are covered by the path. In the example shown in figure 6.1b
there are a total of 26 adjacent populated regions over 9 regions for an average
populated adjacency of 2.89.
6.2.3 Technical Evaluation Method
The paths between targets from the second recording session of the four wall-sized
display participants in Experiment 3 (see section 5.3) were used within this tech-
nical evaluation, resulting in two sets of 16 paths (32 in total) per participant, 128
paths between the four participants. Metrics were calculated (as described in sec-
tion 6.2.2) for each set of targets initially using the path of a single participant (see
figure 6.2a) to produce the single person results, and subsequently with the paths
of all four participants (see figure 6.2b) for the multiple people results.
6.2.4 Technical Evaluation Results
The results are split into two sections, the first reports the results of a single par-
ticipant’s paths and the second the results from multiple participants’ paths. Within
each section, each factor within the design space is discussed in turn before con-
sidering any interactions.
6.2.4.1 Single Person
The coverage and the adjacency of the grid squares for a single user’s path under
the different design factors is shown in figure 6.3, with examples of the effect these
factors have on an example path shown in figures 6.4 and 6.5. Sampling the data
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2: Examples of the paths used in the technical evaluation. A single wall-
sized participant’s path between three targets is shown in (a), with the path of four
wall-sized participants between the same targets shown in (b). The paths are shown
as a line going from blue to yellow as time progresses.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: Results of analysing single person paths at different sampling intervals
of time (between every frame (0.03s) and 1.0s) and grid size. The percentage of
the environment covered by the path over a range of grid sizes is shown in (a). The
average number of adjacent squares per populated square is shown in (b).
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(a) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid
size of 500m.
(b) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size
of 500m.
(c) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size
of 2000m.
(d) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size
of 2000m.
Figure 6.4: Examples of the position paths from a single person at different sampling
frequencies and grid sizes. Each sub-figure has the same scale.
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(a) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid
size of 500m.
(b) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size
of 500m.
(c) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size
of 2000m.
(d) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size
of 2000m.
Figure 6.5: Examples of the view paths from a single person at different sampling
frequencies and grid sizes. Each sub-figure has the same scale.
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more frequently caused both the coverage and adjacency of traversed grid squares
to increase, with coverage increasing steadily with sampling frequency whilst adja-
cency of traversed squares increases at a higher rate the more frequently the data
is sampled. Increases in the grid size used to sample the data also caused steady
increases in both coverage and square adjacency of the traversed path. Both the
coverage and square adjacency of the position paths were slightly higher than those
showing the view of the user.
There are a few interactions between the different design factors to note. Firstly,
less frequent sampling did reduce the rate of coverage increase at lower grid sizes
(up to ≈1000m grid size) and result in a slower and more consistent increase in
adjacency as grid size increased, whilst higher sampling frequencies reached a high
adjacency of approximately 3.5 at lower grid sizes which increased little beyond a
grid size of 500m. The type of data sampled (position or view) had a larger effect on
both coverage and adjacency at less frequent sampling rates.
6.2.4.2 Multiple People
The coverage and the adjacency of the grid squares for multiple users’ paths under
the different design factors is shown in figure 6.6, with examples of the effect these
factors have on an example path shown in figures 6.7 and 6.8. In general, sampling
frequency and the type of data used (position or view) had similar effects on the
resultant coverage and traversed grid adjacency as with single user paths. However,
both the coverage and grid adjacency of the paths increased with grid size in a
different manner to single user paths, with each increasing at a higher rate at lower
grid sizes before slowing down between approximately 500m and 1000m. The grid
adjacency of position paths remained higher than those of paths depicting the view
of users, but this was reversed for path coverage.
As with the single user paths there are some interactions to note. The first is
that lower sampling frequencies again result in a more steady increase in adjacency
as the grid size increases, but the difference between the most and least frequent
sampling was notably lower than with a single user’s paths. Secondly, there was
a increased difference between the coverage of position and view data as the grid
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.6: Results of analysing multiple people paths at different sampling intervals
of time (between every frame (0.03s) and 1.0s) and grid size. The percentage of
the environment covered by the path over a range of grid sizes is shown in (a). The
average number of adjacent squares per populated square is shown in (b).
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(a) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size of
500m.
(b) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size of 500m.
(c) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size of
2000m.
(d) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size of
2000m.
Figure 6.7: Examples of the position paths from multiple people at different sampling
frequencies and grid sizes. Each sub-figure has the same scale.
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(a) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size of
200m.
(b) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size of 500m.
(c) Sampled every 0.03s at a grid size of
2000m.
(d) Sampled every 1.0s at a grid size of
2000m.
Figure 6.8: Examples of the view paths from multiple people at different sampling
frequencies and grid sizes. Each sub-figure has the same scale.
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size increases, with the coverage of view paths continuing to increase past ≈1000m
whilst paths of position data increase at a lower rate past this grid size.
6.2.5 Discussion
Lower sampling rates caused the adjacency of the data to drop closer to the ideal
value of 2, but do not provide a substantial reduction in the coverage of the data.
Based on these results, the final path visualisations will use per frame data as there
is little benefit in reducing the coverage of the path at the possible expense of ob-
scuring the path details from the user. As the grid size of the data dropped below
500m, the adjacency of the cells dropped sharply. Considering that per frame data
is being used, a grid size of 500m should be chosen to keep the data adjacency
close to 2 whilst ensuring the data maintains a low level of coverage.
There was a notable increase in the adjacency of view data over position data
in exchange for a small increase in coverage. Despite this, there isn’t enough dif-
ference in the characteristics of the two data types to warrant investigating both, so
only view data will be used for our path visualisation aid. The characteristics in the
data were similar between single person and multiple people data and so the data
for all of the participants captured will be used to give the best representation of
usage with multiple users.
6.3 Second Iteration Designs
The type of visualisation used to represent the data is a factor that will be analysed
and evaluated through a user study. The study will investigate what effect each rep-
resentation has on the participants’ performance and behaviour during navigation.
Analysis of previous path visualisations (see tables 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4) determined
that the three main forms of representation that could be used are ball of string,
heatmap and markers (see section 2.4.2.2). The marker representation will be dis-
counted from this experiment as the use of per frame data without the ability for
the master to conduct on demand placement of markers will produce paths that are
close in appearance to those produced by the ball of string representation.
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A string representation allows users to follow a specific path, but the high number
of populated adjacent squares from data of multiple users can cause crossings of
these paths as discussed in section 2.4.2. One way of reducing this clutter is to use
the data of previous users to calculate the most popular path between the targets
and only show this path to participants. To calculate this each grid square will be
used as a node of a graph, with a unidirectional link between each node and the
surrounding ones representing traversal between each grid square. The cost of
traversing each link is defined as the inverse of the frequency of traversal between
the regions multiplied by an arbitrarily large number to get a integer cost. A shortest
path algorithm [40] can then be used to calculate the most frequently traversed path
between two points (e.g., the starting point and a target).
This path calculation is used to cost the paths between the starting position and
each of the three targets, and then the paths between each of the three targets. The
total cost of visiting each of the targets in different orders is determined by adding
the costs of the components so the lowest costing (and therefore most frequently
traversed) overall path can be selected.
The coverage and adjacency of the popular paths are presented in figure 6.9.
The paths resulting from this method have coverage and square adjacency which is
comparable to paths which sampled the data at frequencies of 0.5 and 1.0 seconds.
The lower coverage allows a larger area to be dismissed from the user’s search,
whilst the average adjacency not rising above 3 demonstrates that there are few
branches, crossing or other complications to these paths. Examples of string paths
using the original and most popular paths are shown in figures 6.10 and 6.11.
For the heatmap representation the manner in which the colour range is mapped
can be scaled according to the data it is representing. The maximum value of the
data used in this scenario quickly increases as more users’ movements are added,
but these maximum values are only present in a small number of sample squares,
with many squares only being briefly and infrequently visited. If this was linearly
mapped onto the colour range then it would result in a visualisation with only a few
visible areas (see figure 6.12).
Instead, with the colour value being used on a 0 to 1 scale, any sample re-
gions which have been visited will be increased by 0.3. This will result in areas that
have only been visited infrequently being visible, whilst the small number of high
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.9: Results of analysing the paths for multiple people with a subset of the
original data from figure 6.6 and the most popular traversed paths. The percentage
of the environment covered by the path over a range of grid sizes is shown in (a).
The average number of adjacent squares per populated square is shown in (b).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.10: Examples of paths the four wall-sized master users took between tar-
gets during the trials.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.11: Examples of the string path visualisation provided to participants during
the trials.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.12: Examples of the heatmap path visualisation with frequency being lin-
early mapped to colour intensity.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.13: Examples of the heatmap path visualisation provided to participants
during the trials.
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frequency regions will ensure that the compression of the highest 30% of potential
frequency onto the same colour does not misrepresent the data to a large degree.
One issue with this is that the maximum colour value will be the same over a
range of high frequencies but there are usually only a few regions with a high fre-
quency of visits which do not need to be accurately distinguished. This results in a
heatmap that is fully populated and should allow users to understand the range of
movements used by previous users rather than just a small proportion of the most
visited areas. Examples of the resulting heatmaps are shown in figure 6.13.
6.4 Experiment 4: Navigation when using path visu-
alisations
This experiment investigated the effect the path visualisations developed in section
6.3 had on the navigation errors of users in the master slave scenario used in previ-
ous experiments. Our hypotheses were as follows:
H4.1 Both path visualisation aids would result in fewer task failures than the base
condition.
H4.2 The string visualisation would allow participants to find and traverse a naviga-
ble path between targets more quickly that the heatmap condition.
6.4.1 Method
6.4.1.1 Factors
The experiment had one within-participant factor:
• Type of path visualisation used (Base (none) vs. String vs. Heatmap)
This factor allows both H4.1 and H4.2 to be tested.
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6.4.1.2 Measures
The following measures were taken during each trial:
• Success/ failure in finding each target
• Time elapsed during the trial
• Visibility of the path visualisation per frame (in String and Heatmap conditions)
• Position and orientation per frame
The first two measures allowed performance to be assessed, the next factor al-
lowed analysis of how frequently the path visualisations were used while the last
measure allowed participants’ navigational behaviour to be investigated. Instances
of common ground breakdown were observable through reduced navigational per-
formance and/ or differences in navigational behaviour.
6.4.1.3 Participants
Twelve slave participants (four females and eight males, mean age = 26.5 years,
SD = 4.9) and the same four master users as the previous experiment (one female
and three males, mean age = 24.0 years, SD = 2.2) took part. The type of path
visualisation was viewed by participants in a Latin Square arrangement.
6.4.1.4 Materials
The materials for this experiment consisted of the same geophysics dataset, wall-
sized master system to record the paths and desktop slave system used by par-
ticipants as Experiment 3. The slave participants could toggle whether the path
visualisation (if applicable) was visible by pressing a button on the gamepad. The
visualisation was not visible at the start of each trial.
6.4.1.5 Procedure - Master
The same master paths sets were used as in Experiment 3 with the path visualisa-
tions being created from the data of all four master users for each trial.
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Figure 6.14: Percentage of trials that were successful for each visualisation condi-
tion. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
6.4.1.6 Procedure - Slave
The procedure for the slave participants was the same as in Experiment 3 with the
path visualisation condition replacing the type of view used. In each trial, the time
and movements that participants took, alongside whether the path visualisation was
toggled on or off, were recorded for subsequent analysis.
6.4.2 Results
This section first analyses the general performance of participants at the task, before
identifying the major behaviours that contribute to any differences in performance.
6.4.2.1 Performance
The visualisations provided were expected to result in changes to the quantity of
failures that participants exhibited, so the percentage of successful trials was anal-
ysed using a repeated measures ANOVA that treated the visualisation used (base
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View
Experiment 3 Path Experiment 4
Not Close Close Total Visualisation Not Close Close Total
Base 16.7 24.5 41.1 Base 26.6 18.2 44.8
Context 27.6 16.7 44.3 String 1.6 1.6 3.1
Local 20.8 21.4 42.2 Heatmap 1.0 2.6 3.6
Table 6.2: Percentage of trials of each type of failure under different conditions in
Experiment 3 and 4.
vs. string vs. heatmap) as a within participants factor. This analysis showed that
there was a significant effect of the visualisation (F (2, 10) = 33.61, p <.01) on suc-
cess (see figure 6.14). Means varied from 55% (SD = 22.2) for the base visuali-
sation to 97% and 96% (SD = 4.2 and 6.2) for the string and heatmap visualisa-
tions, respectively. Post hoc, pair-wise comparisons performed using the marginal
means showed that participants were significantly more successful in the string and
heatmap condition than in the base condition (p <.01 in both cases), but perfor-
mance between the string and heatmap conditions was similar (p >.05).
Success in finding additional targets in the base condition decreased between
the first (M = 95%, SD = 7.0), second (M = 81%, SD = 15.2) and third target (M
= 55%, SD = 21.3) in a similar manner to previous experiments. The types of fail-
ures that occurred were classified in the same way as previous experiments (see
section 4.3.2.3 and 5.3.2.1) and also resulted in similar classification patterns as the
previous study (see table 6.2).
There was also a significant difference between the different visualisation condi-
tions in the time taken to find the targets when participants were successful (F (2,
10) = 5.52, p <.05) (see figure 6.15). The means varied from 75.3 seconds (SD =
23.0) for the base condition to 52.1 seconds (SD = 21.7) for the string visualisation
and 42.3 seconds (SD = 24.4) for the heatmap visualisation. Post hoc, pair-wise
comparisons performed using the marginal means showed that participants com-
pleted their task significantly faster in the string and heatmap conditions than in the
base condition (p <.05 for string and p <.01 for heatmap), and significantly quicker
in the heatmap condition than in the string condition (p <.05).
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Figure 6.15: Average time taken to successfully complete trials for each visualisation
condition. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
There was no significant difference in the percentage of time the visualisations
were visible while conducting the trials (76.6% for string vs 74.7% for heatmap)
but there was a large variation between participants in the usage (a SD of 30.5 for
string and 31.42 for heatmap). There is a fairly clear division in participants either
displaying the visualisations almost constantly (>80 % of the time), or only at specific
points in time (<40% of the time), with most participants being in the first group in
both conditions (8 out of 12 participants).
6.4.2.2 Behaviour
The string and heatmap conditions provided navigational information that resulted in
both superior performance and some key behavioural changes. In the base condi-
tion (as in previous previous experiments) some participants started trials by spend-
ing long periods of time in the area which did not contain the targets (see figure
6.16). This behaviour was absent within both string and heatmap visualisations.
When participants did manage to establish areas in which they thought targets were
located in the base condition, this could still be inaccurate and require them to tra-
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Figure 6.16: Example of a participant in the base condition spending most of their
time in an area away from where the targets and previous paths are located. The
participant’s path is shown as a line going from blue to yellow as time progresses,
the target points highlighted in white and the heatmap visualisation that would be
shown for this trial shown in red.
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verse this area carefully through extensive navigation or repeated re-visitation of the
area (see figure 6.17a). The use of the string and heatmap visualisations allowed
participants to focus on a smaller area or reduce the number of repeated visitations
(see figure 6.17b).
With the string and heatmap conditions participants adopted other particular be-
haviours. Participants frequently followed the same, or similar route to the one that
the string path showed them between the different targets, a situation in which the
path simplified their navigation task (see figure 6.18). However, there were other
occasions when participants wanted to follow a different path to the one provided
by the string visualisation, e.g., potentially wanting to follow the original path they
viewed or taking a shortcut to a target that was close. Either of these situations
required them to traverse a new path rather than an existing path, potentially re-
ducing the speed with which the task will be performed. It is in these scenarios
where the heatmap condition may be more beneficial than the string condition to the
participant, as it is more likely to show a potential path that is a close match to their
proposed movement (see figure 6.19). Although the larger number of potential paths
requires a decision of which path to use, following this path reduces the difficulty of
navigation when they have started movement.
This behaviour was investigated by calculating the percentage of time during
each trial the participant was in the proximity of the two representations. This was
calculated through testing whether each point along the participant’s path was within
the same grid square as a point of the string representation or square of the heatmap
representation. This was analysed using a repeated measures ANOVA that treated
the visualisation used (base vs. string vs. heatmap) and representation covered
(string vs. heatmap) as within participants factors. This analysis showed that partic-
ipants spent significantly more of trials on the heatmap representation (M = 36% of
the trial) than the string representation (M = 21% of the trial, F (1, 11) = 530.73, p
<.01) (see figure 6.20).
There was also a significant effect of the aid used (F (2, 10) = 16.48, p <.01)
with participants spending significantly less time near the representations in the
base condition than either of the string or heatmap conditions (M = 18% vs. 35%
vs. 32%). Post hoc, pair-wise comparisons performed using the marginal means
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.17: Example of participant behaviour when close to the target in base (a)
and heatmap conditions (b). The participant’s path is shown as a line going from
blue to yellow as time progresses, the target points highlighted in white and the
heatmap visualisation that would be shown for this trial shown in red.
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Figure 6.18: Example of participant following the string visualisation. The partici-
pant’s path is shown as a line going from blue to yellow as time progresses with the
string visualisation that was shown for this trial shown in red.
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Figure 6.19: Example of participant behaviour when following the heatmap visual-
isation with the heatmap visualisation visible. The participant’s path is shown as a
line going from blue to yellow as time progresses. The trial’s string visualisation is
also shown in red.
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Figure 6.20: Average percentage of the trials that covered the representation for
each visualisation used. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
showed that participants were closer to the path for a significantly greater percent-
age of the trial in the string and heatmap conditions than in the base condition (p
<.01 for both string and heatmap), but there was no significant difference between
the heatmap condition and string condition (p >.05).
In addition there was a significant interaction between the type of representation
used and the coverage of each representation during the trial (F (2, 10) = 14.294,
p <.01). Participants were close to the heatmap representation an approximately
equal percentage of the trial with heatmap and string representations (M = 43%
vs. 42%) but participants were close to the string path for a greater percentage of
the trials when the string representation was used than when using the heatmap
representation (M = 28% vs. 23%).
6.4.3 Discussion
As hypothesised (see H4.1) the use of path visualisations results in a clear reduc-
tion to both the failure rate and time taken to find the targets due to participants’
behaviour exhibiting better search patterns than in the base condition. However,
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contrary to H4.2, participants were able to use the heatmap visualisations to com-
plete the task in less time than the string condition. The differences in information
provided by each of the visualisations affected how participants could use them to
follow a previous path which may have contributed to this difference.
There are other potential reasons behind the performance difference of the string
and heatmap visualisations which were not analysed. One reason could be that
although the string data emphasises areas of the environment that were frequently
traversed and may be navigationally important at a contextual scale, these may not
be the areas which users view in greater detail. In more complex data analysis
tasks this difference may have further effects, due to it not indicating which areas
have been extensively analysed and which have not.
Secondly, although the string path shows a specific path that could be followed by
participants, it does not allow users to immediately exclude areas outside of this path
that have not been visited from their search. However, the heatmap visualisation
provides information on areas that have been visited at least once and so presents
an immediate overview of those areas have been visited and those that have not.
Lastly, an unexpected consequence of the heatmap design that may contribute
to some of the performance difference is that the green targets could be more easily
seen when the red heatmap was placed underneath them than the normal land-
scape colouring which existed with the string visualisation.
6.5 Summary
This chapter investigated the effect that path visualisations had on the common
ground breakdowns within wall-sized master to desktop slave collaborative naviga-
tion. The variables affecting the design of such an aid were investigated as part of a
technical evaluation before a experiment evaluated two different representations of
previous paths.
Experiment 4 evaluated the effect of two path visualisations, string and heatmap,
on participant performance compared to the base condition (H4.1) and between
the two path visualisation conditions (H4.2). Results show that both representations
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significantly increased participants’ success rate and reduced the time taken to com-
plete the task, with the time taken also being significantly lower in the heatmap con-
dition than the string condition. Behavioural data showed that participants visited
areas unrelated to their search less frequently and remained closer to the desired
path in both heatmap and string conditions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes the thesis by reviewing and assessing the major contribu-
tions it provides before discussing some other notable findings. The chapter ends
by discussing potential future work that could expand upon the current research.
7.1 Conclusion
The research within this thesis sought to investigate and reduce the frequency and
severity of common ground breakdowns between desktop and wall-sized display
users in a distributed scenario. This has led to four major contributions which are
summarised and assessed in sections 7.1.1 to 7.1.4. Some other notable findings
that can be taken from this research are described in section 7.1.5.
Previous work related to the topics within this thesis are presented in chapter
2, including a introduction of common ground (and the associated processes of
grounding and breakdown), CSCW classifications, navigation strategies for real and
virtual worlds, CVE navigation aids and multiple display arrangements.
A suitable scenario in which collaborative, master/slave navigation across wall-
sized and desktop displays could occur is derived from an existing geological fieldtrip
in section 2.6. Section 2.7 explores the forms of common ground breakdown that
occur within this scenario and presents examples of functionality that have been
previously successful in reducing similar forms of breakdown. The platform that was
developed to conduct the subsequent experiments is discussed in chapter 3.
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7.1.1 Contribution 1 - Classification of breakdowns between wall-
sized and desktop display users
Chapter 4 presents two experiments that classify the frequency, severity and condi-
tions of common ground breakdown, as well as assessing examples from a range
of standard navigational factors to guide later research. Initial hypotheses for Ex-
periment 1 stated that increased view similarity through a wide FOV context view
(H1.1) and less complex navigational tasks (H1.2) should lead to reduced common
ground breakdown. Both of these hypotheses were found to be false, likely due to
the limited nature of the task (re-visiting a single target after viewing the navigational
actions of a wall-sized master user).
Experiment 2 therefore hypothesised that common ground breakdown would be
more prevalent when the master control interface was different to the participants’
(H2.1), task complexity was increased (H2.2) or the participant was interrupted
(H2.3). The results showed H2.1 to be false, but supported both H2.2 and H2.3.
Throughout the two experiments participants exhibited a high level of breakdown
across different view, movement and master input device conditions, resulting in
participants failing to complete 45% of trials with multiple targets (see section 4.3.2).
Despite the level of failures, participants frequently managed to get close to a target
they were looking for and attempted to follow the original path in many instances
(see figure 4.7).
Although the specifics of this contribution are subject to various design choices
that were made for this specific scenario and experimental platform (see section
2.6.2), many of the findings can be applied to other scenarios involving analysis
of large, multi-scale datasets through wall-sized and desktop display collaboration.
Relevant elements of this scenario that may have impacted upon the types and
quantity of breakdowns (e.g., task types, control interface and environment type)
have been clearly stated so that predictions can be made when applying findings
from this work to other scenarios. However, it is important to note that results from
these experiments indicated that some standard navigational variables (e.g., master
interface) had little effect on overall navigation performance and breakdowns.
One such element that can be considered in this manner is the finding that in
a notable amount of failures, participants were able to get close to the target they
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were searching for but not recognise the target whilst there. In some cases the type
of environment may reduce the absolute quantity of these spatial breakdowns, for
example, navigation of environments with a clear multi-scale structure [79] or high
number of local landmarks [107] should result in fewer breakdowns.
However, the combination of landmarks in this scenario is similar to those that
would be experienced in other low fidelity visual environments such as abstract data
spaces, allowing such findings to be used in those environments and require the use
of additional navigational aids to pre-empt these breakdowns (e.g., adding artificial
landmarks [92]). These findings would also be effective for the substantial minority of
users who also experience difficulty navigating more detailed environments despite
the higher number of salient landmarks present [19, 76, 85].
This classification of breakdowns can also be used to inform extensions of the
conditions found within this scenario. Master/slave navigation was used in this sce-
nario, but it is likely that users will want to control their own navigation around the
environment at certain times in longer and more complex collaborations. Under
these conditions the common ground between users will be further lowered and
spatial orientation and data visibility breakdown likely to be more frequent even in
homogeneous desktop collaboration [42].
7.1.2 Contribution 2 - No effect of additional views on break-
downs
Chapter 5 investigated whether two examples of additional views, a navigational aid
that has been previously successful in homogeneous desktop navigation, would aid
participants within this scenario. Experiment 3 hypothesised that a wide FOV con-
text view and a local map view would improve participants route (H3.1) and survey
knowledge respectively (H3.2) and that participants would be more successful when
using the same interface as the master (H3.3). However, the results indicated that
neither view condition had an effect on the frequency with which participants suc-
cessfully completed the task (see figure 5.3), showing that all three hypotheses to
be false. Use of the context view increased the severity of the failures, which fur-
ther analysis attributed to behavioural differences such as attempting to complete a
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route to an incorrect target (see figure 5.9) and using the context view to view the
environment in detail and context simultaneously (see figure 5.10).
The difficulty participants had in integrating additional views of the environment
together results in these forms of aids not being recommended for other work under
similar conditions. However, it is unclear to what degree these difficulties can be at-
tributed to master/ slave navigation being used, the differences from heterogeneous
display use or the combination of these two factors.
This form of aid may still be beneficial in multi display scenarios that use dif-
ferent forms of collaborative navigation or environment. If equal partner or more
relaxed guided navigation was used, the user may be able to integrate the aid more
effectively into their navigational strategies, without having to also use it immediately
as part of understanding other’s movements. Additional views may still be useful in
master/ slave navigation if the environment contained more clearly visible landmarks
that exist either naturally within the environment (e.g., within city navigation) or are
artificially added.
7.1.3 Contribution 3 - Reduction of breakdowns through path
visualisations
Chapter 6 presents the design, technical evaluation and user evaluation of path vi-
sualisations, another navigation aid that has previously been successful in desktop
navigation. Metrics of path coverage and adjacency were used to evaluate different
sampling frequencies of time and spatial resolution (see section 6.2). The applica-
tion of two types of path visualisation, string and heatmap, to this data was filtered
to improve visibility and reduce clutter (see 6.3).
Experiment 4 hypothesised that these path visualisations should reduce the fre-
quency of failure (H4.1) and the provision of a clear path between targets with the
string visualisation should reduce the time required to complete the task (H4.2).
H4.1 was validated by both path visualisation being beneficial in reducing the fre-
quency of breakdowns (see figure 6.14), and reducing the time taken for participants
to complete the task (see figure 6.15).
In contrast, H4.2 was shown to be false, with participants completing the task
more quickly in the heatmap condition than in the string condition. One reason
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for this was that it provided participants with more potential paths to follow (see
figure 6.19). Further analysis showed that the visualisations reduced instances of
participants getting lost (see figure 6.16), uncertainty surrounding the target area
(see figure 6.17) and were closely followed by participants (see figure 6.18).
The effectiveness of these aids indicate that they should be used over additional
view aids in similar conditions to this scenario and can be extended to aid longer
term collaboration. As this scenario provides a close to worse case scenario for
spatial breakdown, it is unlikely that changes in the collaborative environment or
dataset will produce conditions that result in this aid being ineffective. It is important
to note that these forms of aid do modify the environment and it is unclear what effect
these differences will have to the level of content breakdowns present as these were
not considered as part of this thesis.
As discussed within the original scenario design this scenario could see frequent
and longer term collaboration which can be considered through simple modifications
of the data encoded within the path visualisations using the classification within sec-
tion 2.4.2. This allows encoding of data such as the tracking an individual’s mem-
bership in different groups and a history of their interactions with the environment.
However, this is likely to require more advanced forms of path filtering to ensure that
trail pollution does not become an issue.
7.1.4 Contribution 4 - Successful application of heatmaps in aid-
ing navigation
As discussed within the last contribution, participants in Experiment 4 using the
heatmap visualisations were shown to be more successful than the base condition
(see figure 6.14), complete the task in less time than the base or string conditions
(see figure 6.15) and used alternative paths to the string condition (see figure 6.19).
These results suggest that navigation aids based on heatmap visualisations should
be more frequently considered in conditions that string based aids have been previ-
ously successful.
Similarly to the use of general path visualisations, this aid is likely to be success-
ful in scenarios with different collaborative environments or datasets. However, the
visual impact of this form of aid on the environment is much greater than with string
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based visualisations, which may limit some forms of datasets that it can be used
with.
7.1.5 Other Findings
Alongside the main findings from the experiments presented above, there are a
couple of other findings that have come from this research and are described here.
The first of these is the technical evaluation and filtering methods for path visu-
alizations presented within chapter 6. Previous research into path visualisation has
frequently addressed the need to filter the underlying data to achieve an effective
visualisation [56, 98], but has rarely considered how differences in the sampling of
the raw data affects the resultant visualisations.
The technical evaluation presented in section 6.2 allowed some factors (e.g., po-
sition vs. view data) to be evaluated that would otherwise have to be investigated
as part of an extensive user study. It also provided empirical evidence for suitable
settings of other parameters (e.g., sampling frequency and grid size) which would
otherwise have been arbitrarily set and/or developed based on subjective user feed-
back. The metrics demonstrated here could be used to compare the characteristics
of these paths with those of other studies, potentially providing empirical evidence
to consider when behaviours such as those discovered through this thesis are likely
to occur.
The filtering methods presented within section 6.3 are good examples of methods
that have been developed in response to particular problems within this scenario, but
could have more universal utility. Non-linear mapping of colour is not novel in itself
[13, 108] but provides a simple way to customise the visualisation here to a user’s
expectations of being able to recognise an area that has been previously visited.
The most popular path algorithm addresses ’path pollution’ through adapting the
commonly used shortest path algorithm to the data that is available.
Secondly, it is worth noting the combination of data, software and hardware that
provide the experimental platform as presented in chapter 3. This platform provides
an example of how such a platform can be achieved both for further experiments, or
more general purposes where additional functionality such as multiple simultaneous
users or further path logging could be easily implemented.
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The recent pace of development in the area of multiple display arrays has been
very rapid, such that elements that previously required specialised software or li-
braries, can now be achieved using more simple and standardised solutions. For
example, the wall-sized display used within this thesis (see section 3.4) could in-
stead be constructed using ≈30-inch displays, each with a resolution of 3840 x
2160 pixels arranged three displays wide and two displays tall. This array could be
driven through one machine utilising a AMD Firepro W9100 graphics card without
the need for synchronised data between multiple machines or specialised libraries
such as VRjuggler.
However, more advanced solutions are still required when larger arrays are re-
quired such as a fully enclosed room [91]. The design of the current setup can be
more easily scaled up to allow such arrays to be implemented.
7.2 Future Work
There are two major forms of future work that could come from the work presented
in this thesis, further investigation of navigational aids, as well as implementing the
aids that have been developed into wider collaborative systems.
7.2.1 Navigation Aids
The varying effectiveness of the navigation aids previously used in desktop naviga-
tion shows that other desktop navigational aids may also be suitable to use in wall-
sized to desktop collaboration. However, further experiments would have to validate
their effect on performance and behaviour before they could be used. Some of these
aids may help address the problems that desktop users had in using some of the
aids explored within this research. For example, the difficulties that desktop users
had in attending to additional views (see section 4.2.3) could be reduced through
the use of additional or artificial landmarks [92] that are clearly visible within those
views.
The navigational aids within this research were evaluated primarily with short
term tasks which the participants conducted over a maximum of a few hours. Al-
though care was taken to consider some of the issues with longer term use such as
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filtering the paths used as part of the string path visualisation, the results indicated
that participants were willing to use the raw data to increase the efficiency with which
they could complete their task (see figure 6.19). With larger quantities of data, trail
pollution [97] would reduce the potential to use the raw data in this way and sub-
sequently decrease the effectiveness of those aids, potentially re-introducing break-
downs to the collaboration.
Therefore the effect of the current aids on longer navigational tasks must be eval-
uated, with potential adaptations (e.g., different forms of automatic trail filtering [98]
or fading trails over time [56]) considered to ensure their effectiveness over a longer
period of time. Over longer time periods it is also more likely that asynchronous in-
teraction will occur with some of the collaborators wanting to revisit specific areas on
their own, a scenario where only a subset of paths may want to be used according
to the semantics of the data viewed during the paths [126].
7.2.2 Wider Collaborative Systems and Scenarios
The aids that have been developed within this thesis have only been investigated
and evaluated on a subset of navigational tasks which are important to allow users to
conduct a wider range of collaborative processes. Further research could investigate
whether these aids are sufficient to allow effective collaborative activity to take place
between wall-sized and desktop displays and how the use of a wall-sized display
benefits the collaborative process. This investigation would also highlight any further
collaborative processes that require assistance.
This could be done through extending the scenario examined in this research
and conducting a collaborative analysis of a student field trip area before and after
visiting the real location. Other scenarios that could be adapted are the areas of co-
located sensemaking with wall-sized and desktop/ laptop displays [124] or remote
collaboration in immersive systems [67].
Other heterogeneous display scenarios could utilise the findings of this work. For
example in a collaboration between desktop and tablet displays there is a smaller
difference in display size and FOV than between a wall-sized and desktop display.
The use of path visualisations alone may be sufficient to reduce the frequency of
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common ground breakdowns sufficiently to allow for a working scenario, despite the
differences between desktop and tablet input methods.
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Appendix A
Participant Information sheet
The following information sheets were given to participants (with appropriate modi-
fications according to the specific experiment).
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Appendix B
Participant Consent Form
Participants were asked to read and sign the following form before the experiment
began.
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Appendix C
Navigational Control Sheets
The following information sheets were given to participants using the heatmap visu-
alisation in experiment 4 to explain the controls. Similar sheets were given depend-
ing on the specifics of the experiment run.
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